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Roy Weatherly Is Named New
Principal Of Hopkinsville School
Roy Weatherly, son of Mrs.
Lucille- Weatherly of Murray,
was named recently as principal of Hopkinsville High
School.
Weatherly, 34, has served for
the past two years as assistant
principal at the 1,400-student
-7-facility, and replaces Macaulay
Arthur who resigned to enter
private business.
Weatherly becomes only the
school's sixth principal in 45
years, but the third in the past
four years.
Superintendent W.D. Kelley
said the Christian County Board
of Education elected Weatherly
from among four applicants at a
special session.
Kelley said Weatherly's
salary will be $14,459 annually,
an amount which he said was
computed on the basis of his
present teacher's salary, plus
increments for administrative
classification consistent with
experience and educational
qualifications.
Supt. Kelley said it was not
yet decided who would replace
Weatherly as assistant principal, but he assured the public
that class schedules would be
ready and registration at the
school would proceed normally.
The fall term opens Aug. 27.
A graduate of Murray High
School, Weatherly received his
master's degree from Murray
State. He began his teaching
career at South Marshall High
School and taught 10 years at
Benton High School before
going to Hopkinsville in 1871.
A member of local, district,
state and national education
associations, he is presidentelect of the First District

Roy Weatherly, son of Mrs. Lucille Weatherly of Murray, has
been named as the new principal of Hopkinsville High School.
Weatherly is a graduate of Murray High School and Murray State
University.
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Westvaco Walkout
Ends On Friday

What's Your Opi on?

Adults Agree That A Drug Problem Is
In Existence In Murray and Local Area

WICKLIFFE, Ky. ( AP) —
The unauthorized three-day
walkout by workers at the
Westvaco paper mill here ended Friday, as members decided
to heed the union leadership's
appeal to return to Work.
About 330 members of Local
Paperworkers,
680, United
agreed to resume work at midnight Sunday. The company
had continued to operate with7
about 140 supervisory personnel
since Tuesday, when the walkout began.
Lloyd Walters, president of
the local, called a meeting Friday "so the union, which had
not authorized the walkout and
did not condone it, could appeal
to the employes to -go back to
work."
The return to work apparently ended litigaion that had been
instituted Thursday by officials
of the company. A restraining
order prohibiting blockage of
plant entrances and exits and
violation of the no-strike clause
in the contract, was issued late
Wednesday in Ballard Circuit
Court. No cause for the work
stoppage has been given.

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Writer
Four weeks ago, "What's
Your Opinion" examined the
drug problem in Murray by
asking four high school students
whether or not they thought a
drug problem existed in the city
and the county.
All four of those teenagers
said they believed a problem
did exist and that it was a
growing problem.
week we continued the
probe into the area of drugs,
and asked four adults whether
or not they thought a problem
existed in Murray.
Four people, selected at
various places in Murray, were
selected at random by this
reporter.
— Vs-

Re-Registration Is
Planned, Seniors
A representative from the
office of Marvin Harris,
Calloway County Court Clerk,
will be at the Ellis Community
Center, on Ellis Drive on
Tuesday, August 21, from 10:15
a.m. to 12 noon to re-register
any Senior Citizen who wishes
to vote in the November elections.
Transportation will be furnished by calling the Senior
Citizens office, 753-0929, or the
Ellis Center, 753-9041.

closed Friday in a deposition
by Presidential lawyer Herbert
W. Kalmbach, who testified
that the money was delivered
to then-Gov. Nunn in late September of 1971.
Kalmbach said he was acting
under the orders of Maurice
Stars, finance chairman of
President Nixon's 1968 campaign and later the finance
chairman of the 1972 Committee to Re-elect the President. The deposition states that
the Kentucky expenditure was
directed by Atty. Gen. John
Mitchell, who served as Nixon's
campaign director in 1968 and
for a time in 1972.

The Courier-Journal quoted
Nunn as saying he was only a
"conduit" for the funds. The
newspaper said Nunn did not
deny receiving the money but
declined to say who received
the funds after they passed

through his hands. He said the
FBI is investigating the matter.
The newspaper said, however, that Nunn passed the
$100,000 in cash to Roy Pfautch,
Emberton's campaign consultant, ir the presence of Fred
Karem, then Emberton campaign coordinator, who is now a
member of the White House
staff.
Karem said Friday that neither he nor Pfautch knew
where the money had come
loin at the time. Karem said
he and Pfautch took the money
in a car to Louisville.
"When it got to Louisville,"
he said, "I don't know where
the money went."
Emberton was quoted as saying he could only assume that
the money was donated to the
campaign, but said he left the
solicitation of funds and accounting of them to campaign
workers.

Our first person to be interviewed was a law enforcement officer and he expressed a desire to remain
anonymous, due to the fact that
he works in the area of drugs
and the law.
(be felt
-The officer said
there was a growing problem in
Murray with drugs.
He said that he felt that on the
high school level, Marijuana
and amphetamines were the
drugs that were being abused
more than any others.
The officer said the problem
would in his opinion, be different at the university level
because more hard drugs were
being used.
The second person to be interviewed was Mrs. Billy T.

i.&

Murray Lodge Will
Meet Monday Night_
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will hold
Past Masters Night on Monday,
August 20, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Rev. Henry McKenzie will be
the speaker and all Past
Masters as well as all Masotti
are urged to attend.
Refreshments will be served,
a lodge spokesman said.

Fred Morton

Validelene Weatherford

Gas Stations May
Donation To Tom Emberton Reported Have To Cut Prices
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
1971 gubernatorial campaign of
Kentucky Republican Torn Emberton received an unrecorded
donation of $100,000 in leftover
1968 presidential campaign
funds, the Louisville Courier
Journal's Washington bureau
reported Saturday.
The Courier-Journal said in a
copyrighted story that the donation was channeled through
former Kentucky Gov, Louie B.
Nunn.
The contribution was dis-

WASHINGTON(AP) — Many
gasoline retailers who hiked
prices during the gasoline
shortage may have to roll them
back from one to three cents a
gallon on Sept. 1, the Cost of
Living Council says.
However, council spokesmen
also said the Phase 4 gasoline
price ceilings may result in
higher prices at othet gasoline
pumps. The ceilings will vary
from dealer to dealer.
The new guidelines, released
by the council Friday, provide
that the ceiling price on gasoline to take effect Sept. I will
be the retailer's average cost of
purchasing gasoline on Aug. 1
increased by the same markup
he cherged last Jan. 10.
The markup is the amount
above cost that the retailer
charges for his product.
William N. Walker, attorney

for the council, said restricting
dealers to their Jan. 10 markups will eliminate many of the
price increases intended to take
advantage of the spring and
summer gasoline shortage.
The current price freeze will
be lifted from oil and most other petroleum products on Monday . but is being extended until
Sept. 1 on gasoline to give
retailers time to compute the
price ceilings.
In other economic developments:
—The government announced
Friday that inflation during the
April-June quarter reflected an
annual rate of 7.3 per cent—up
from the 6.8 per cent of the
first quarter—while the nation's
economic growth slowed to 2.4
per cent, compared with the 8.7
(See Stations, Page 8)

Wells who is employed at the was Vandelene Weatherford, a
Westview Nursing Home and housewife, who lives at 1616
lives on Murray Route Eight. Parklane Drive.
"We were once cleaning up
"I think there is a drug
a little
problem with the young adults, an apartment and found
particulary the ones who are package that contained drugs."
Mrs. Weatherford said.
upperclassmen in high
"I have three little girls and I
•
Mrs. Wells said.
hate to see a drug
really
thought
she
Mrs. Wells said
but I'm sure there is
problem
the problem at the university
really think of our
would be worse than the one. We don't
like any other
being
as
town
high
schools.
the
problem at
town.As far as a solution, Mrs.
"Marijuana is so easily grown
Wells said "some people are in this area and it is easy to
going to indulge and there's obtain. Most of the younger
nothing to do to change them." kids would rather try it than any
"Discussions and literature other drug," Mrs. Weatherford
could be used to help the ones added.
who aren't using drugs yet,"
Rev. Fred Morton, a campus
Mrs. Wells added.
minister at the United Campus
The third person interviewed Ministry who lives at 1612
Sunset Drive, was the final
person to be interviewed.
"Like most other towns in the
country, Murray has a drug
problem," Morton said.
"I am not competent to say
what the extent of that problem
would be though."
"I would say that alcohol is
the most abused drug in both
the university and the _high
—
.sChirols here.
Morton said the best place to
start refrwming the problem is
in the area of education.

Mrs. Billy T. Wells

"Another thing is that young
people have learned from their
elders about drugs such as
alcohol and they have learned
from their environment,"
Morton concluded.

Kalmbach Sticking By Story Of
Erlichman Ordering Payments
To Original Watergate Defendents
WASHINGTON (API — Herbert W. Kalmbach, President
Nixon's orretung personal lawyer, is sticking by his Senate
Watergate testimony that John
D. Ehrlichman told him to continue payments to the original
seven Watergate defendants.
Ehrlichman, who resigned his
post as top White House domestic adviser April 30, has denied
approving the payments, which
ran into six figures.
But in a deposition made public Friday, Kalmbach reiterated his stocy-of a July 26, 1972,
conversation in which he said
he looked into Fhrlichman's
eyes, spoke of the honor of the
two men's families and asked if

100-Year-Old Man
Commits Suicide
HONOLULU (AP) — Police
say a local man apparently
committed suicide less than a
month after he celebrated his
100th birthday.
The body of John Walker was
found floating in Honolulu Harbor on Friday. A rope was tied
tightly around his neck, and a
household iron was tied to the
other end of the rope.
Walker, a semi-inval, was
reported missing Thursday
night. He celebrated his centennial July 20.

the payments were legal and he is to deliver in New Orleans
Monday.
proper.
From New Orleans, he will
Ehrlichman, told him they
to his home in San Clein
fly
repeated
Kalmbach
were,
Asked about mente, Calif., for a stay of at
the deposition.
Ehrliclunan's denials that the least two weeks.
While in San Clemente, the
conversation, took place, Kalmbach said in the deposition White House has promised,
that "he Ehrlichman ) would Nixon will hold his first news
conference in five months.
not be telling the truth "
In other developments sniThe payments have been
.
variously described as a de- da y
-White House and Senate
fense fund or as hush money
In his Senate testimony last Watergate committee sources
month, Ehrlichman confirmed reported that three White
that he discussed the payments House aides exercised execuwith Kalmbach. and he said he tive privilege in refusing to anviewed them as a "humanitar- swer certain questions put to
them in closed interviews with
ian" gesture.
But he denied approving committee staffers.
Press Secretary Ronald L.
them. "I would never ask Herb
Kalmbach to do anything that Ziegler refused to answer queswas -shady or improper, cer- tions about recent discussions
tainly not iller,al," he said at he had with the President. but
one point. "I'd have been very, responded to other questions,
very slow to make any assur- the sources said Two other
ance to Herb without a lot of aides refused to answer questions about presidential tape
research myself."
Kalmbach's deposition was recordings.
Phillips Petroleum Co. and
taken .July 31, after both men
had testified before the Senate Minnesota Mining and ManuWatergate committee It was facturing Co.. known as 3M, answorn in connection with the nounced they had made illegal
suits and countersuits the contributions to President NixDemocratic party filed against on's re-election campaign Phillips said it had donatedi100,000
the Republicans.
In another Watergate-related and 3M said $30.000 in corpomatter. President Nixon's law- rate funds had been donated. In
yers argued Friday that a sub- Washington. the Finance Compoena for White House tapes mittee to Re-elect the President
would amount to "the extrac- said it had not known the Philtion of the last ounce of flesh
See Watergate, Page 8)
by the criminal process" at the
expense of executive privilege
and the confidentiality of presidential conversations.
Special prosecutor Archibald
Cox is asking the courts to
Donations have been made by
force Nixon to honor his sub- local firms to the Murraypoena for the tapes. The state- Calloway Senior Citizens,
ment filed by the White House
Group, according to Mrs.
lawyers Friday was the final
Vernona Groga, director.
step before oral arguments in
The Singer Sewing Machine
court, set for Wednesday
Shop, Bel Air Plaza, presented
Nixon's lawyers repeated sewing supplies, and the Otasco
their assertions that the courts Store made a donation of an ice
have no power to enforce such cream freezer.
a subpoena. although the White
The project is still in need of a
House has said President Nixon
barbecue grill and a portable
would abide by a "definitive
reolril player, new (Jr used,
judgment" of the Supreme
Mrs Grogan said To help this
project that is sponsored by the
urt.
Nixon flew to his Key BisFederal Government, meet its
bra required matching in4ind;a41-• -Fia-.:-horne
weekend of rest and prepara- donations are appreciated. For
tion for a foreign policy speech
relive information call the office
at 753-0929

Donations Made To
Senior Citizens

The Weather
Sunny and warm today and
tomorrow. Clear and mild
tonight. Highs today and Sunday in the mid to upper 804,
and lows tonight in the low to
mid 60s.
Kentucky extended outlook
Monday through Wednesday
temperatures
-_ Seasonable
through the period, with a
„
chance of thundershowers TuesSHORT--Tes firemen and three tracks amwered a call this
AL
ELECTRIC
day and Wednesday "Highs
body shop on N.Seventh owned by Don Hatcher. Firemen saki that a
mostly in the 1103 and lows in morning to a
short in a light fixture caused the blaze, which was extinguished with the booster.
the 60s
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well as smoke
The blaze caused damage to the fixture, ceiling, and wall, as
damage
iStaff Photo by David Hill
a
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It out with your fingernail,_a
needle or some other----sharp
instrument and then wash the
spot thoroughly to avert
possible infection. Apply ice or
a cold compress if possible.
A biting insect such as a

at the 1973 Kt./Unary State Fair
Rodeo, with broncs, bulls and

cow-boys battling for -Prizes in
the Coliseum. The performance
times are: Friday, August 17,
8:00 P.M.; Saturday, August 18,
2:30 and 8:00 P.M.; and Sunday,
Autust 19, 1:30 and 5:30 P.M,
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Saturday, August 11
First annual Little Miss
Murray-Calloway County
contest will be held at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU, at seven
p.m.

Miss Jan Miller Exchanges Wedding Vows
With Allen McKeel In Lovely Ceremony
At New Providence Church of Christ

Shuffleboard will be played at
the Ellis Center by Senior
Citizens at 6:30 p.m.

Van

Buren

Charities those that
get sometimes--give
•

1

•

DEAR ABBY: What should I do about all the begging
letters that have become so numerous they barely fit into
my mailbox? I can't possibly give to all of them, but I
don't want to ignore the ones that deserve it
Some of these letters are so pathetic it hurts me to
throw them away unanswered, but I've heard that some
charities pay huge amounts to professional fund-raising
agencies, and I prefer giving to charities whose money goes
directly to those they help, rither-ffititi to professional fund
raisers.
How does a person know which causes are legitimate
DELUGED AND BEWILDERED
and which are nol?

Open house willbe held at the
Murray U. S. Army Reserve
Center, located on U. S. 641
North, starting at two p.m.

Monday, August 20
Recovery, Inc., for nervous
and former mental patients,
, will meet at the Mental Health
Center at 7:30 p.m.

Deaa A66
By Abigail

Sunday, August 19
Homecoming will be held at
Old Salem Cemetery with a
basket lunch at noon. If unable
to attend send donation for
cemetery upkeep to Relmon
Wilson, Charles Rains, Jack
Dodd, or James Carroll.

The annual Murray State
kickoff barbecue will be held at
the new Roy Stewart Stadium.
Tickets for the event, sponsored
by the Big M Club, can be
purchased in advance from any
club. member. The barbecue
will begin at 6:30 p.m.

II

Photo by ',arid

DEAR DELUGED: Don't assume that all charities that
engage professional fund-raisers are not legitimate. It
takes money to raise money. However, all legitimate charities will proside. on request, a financial statement showing
how much is spent for what. Request these statements, and
make .your selections.
Some communities have "Community Fund- or "United i.iy ing" which includes many legitimate charities who
share your romributiou. but many deserving organixatisas
prefer to run their own campaigns. -

Mr. and Mrs. Allen McKeel

Atirt,

Every woman
is eligible
Editor's Note: This is the
hrst of two articles on rape, a
crime committed with increasing frequency in the
United States.
By CHRIS WALSH
ANGELOS
Copley News Service
Mary was leaving work
when it happened. She was
walking alone to her car. It
was dark outside.
The car door was open Just
a bit. Mary said her first reac-Iiiin was "how dumb of me to
leave the car door unlocked:"
But the light inside didn't go
on. Then she was grabbed.
That evening she turned into a
statistic.
Mary was raped.
Rape has increased 64 per
,,cent since 1966. It's a crime
which was committed entirely
by men against women in
1971, according to Federal
Bureau of Investigation statistics. A crime that usually
isn't reported because the victims feel ashamed or that
they have somehow caused it.
feel like that.
i
. Mary _ddn't.
She knew her rights had been
violated and she wasn't -looking for it."
Mary signed a complaint
against the attacker. The
matter was brought to court,
and the rapist was convicted.
Despite the seriousness of
the crime and the vulnerability of every' woman, rape is
frequently greeted with confusion or apathy by the general public. A basic source of
confusion lies in the definition
of the crime.
There are two classifications for rape, forcible and
statutory.
The legal definition of
forcible rape is "the carnal
knowledge of a female
through the use of force or
threat of force." This category encompasses any male
14 years and older "who has
sexual intercourse with a
woman, not his wife, by force
and against her will."
The key phrase is "by force
and against her will." This includes unconsciousness or
mental derangement of the
victim. There is no easy answer if the woman is asleep,
drunk or drugged. One Illinois
court decision held that the
penetration of a sleeping
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officiated bride, and Mickey McKeel,
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The One Way VLbrations, a of Christ. John Dale
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As the guests arrived they
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from nine a.m. to 12 noon. For church. The register table doubleknit dress with high
6-year-old child She is well-educated, has a responsible job,
information call the church covered with a white satin cloth neckline, and long sleeves
and makes a good salary. But. Abby, her values are cerfull
office 753-1854.
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of
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woman was not rape.
In another decision, the
penetration of a drunken
woman was held to be' rape
Generally speaking, rape victims had best show a large degree of physical resistance and leave a mark. Mere
wordg - and screams - are
riot enough.
The penalty for forcible
rape is a minimum of four
years in a penitentiary.
Statutory rape comes under
the classification of "indecent
liberties with a child." The
primary distinction between
forcible rape and statutory
rape is age. The offense occurs if a male 17 years or older has sexual intercourse with
a female under the age of 16.
To protect the child, the rapist
can still be brought to court
even if he has the victim's
"permission."
Penalty for con-uniting indecent liberties with a child is
imprisonment in a penitentiary from 4-20 years.
The laws try to take great
care in explaining the background for crimes of rape
'This is beCilbse the crime is
serious and carries a stiff
penalty with it.
But handling rape cases
isn't as neat and clear as it is
written out in the law Various
factors complicate the case.
Detectives say that one of
the important elements in reporting a possible rape case is
time. The sooner the police
are contacted, the better
chance they have of apprehending the rapist. If a
woman is attacked she.

shouldn't Shower or change
clothes which could hamper;
the investigation and should,
contact police immediately.
Courts do not take favorablYr'
to a woman who has waited
for a length of time to contact
the police.
Besides the element of time,
involved, two other problems,plague the apprehension of
rapists.
The first, and most obvious,
is that many rapes just aren't
reported Without informaj.
tion, police are handicapped
in protecting the citizens.
One of the best deterrents to ,
a rapist is the knowledge that
if he tries anything he will be
reported.
Unfortunately, the reporting of the crime can be taken
to an extreme. There are
those who, trying for revenge,
fabricate a story and scream
"rape." Police say that some
women have found that yelling "rape" is a good guise to
protect a lover from their husband. Naturally, fabrications
and auiing the laws.Ui this way'
only serve to give any woman
who claims rape a bad name.
As the situation now stands,
any woman is a possible rape
victim. Although there are
laws to try to punish the rapist •
once the crime is committed,
it behooves a woman to protect herself beforehand.
But the question is how
Next: What defenses are
available for a woman to protect herself?

NEW

BEAUTY SHOP
s' In New Concord

NOW OPEN
Alice's Looking Glass
Beautician-Alice Swan
Phone 436-5329

JOHNSONS
Open Mon. thru Sat. 7 a.m.-9 p.m.

Open Sunday Noon — Limit Rights Reserved
Prices Good

Morieray, Tuesday and Wednesday
Only!!
Chicken of the Sea

6„7.oz

TunaPepsi 7-Up
10-0z. - 6-Bottle Carton

plus bottles or deposit

or

Chef-Way Cooking

Oil

39'
39t
99'

48-oz.

Del Monte Sliced or Crushed
•
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Archery and hunting with the
now and arrow are two Ci the
fastest growing sports in West
Kentucky today. For those
beginners who are outfitted
properly, these sports can be
enjoyable and rewarding. The
poorly equipped archer is in for
a rough time.
The selection of archery
tackle is a very personal
matter. What's just right for
one person may be all wrong for
another. Selecting the correct
firearms for a certain type of
hunting is much easier than
selecting the proper bow for the
same purpose. Just about
anybody is physically capable
of handling a .30-06 or similar
deer rifle. Most people can
practice with this arm until they
can shoot it accurately enough
to insure placing their shots in a
deer's vital organs.
The same person who has a
minimum amount of difficulty
in mastering the .30-06 might be
overwhelmingly frustrated if he
were to try mastering a 55 lb.
bow, especially if he has had no
previous archery experience.
While the .30-06 can be fired a
with a simple squeeze of the
trigger finger, the bow roust be
drawn to the cheek, held for a
second or so, aimed, and the
string released with a smooth
motion. Drawing this heavy
bow for the first time could be
compared with trying to bend a
telephone pole.
If the prospective bowhunter
begins his training with a bow
which he can handle with ease,
then gradually works up to a
heavier weapon,he will have no
problem. Perhaps the best way
to select your archery tackle is
to take an experienced archer
along with von. It pays to buy
from a dealer who is also an
archer, preferably after you
have already had some shooting
experience. There are archery
clubs in the area and most
members of these clubs would
be glad to help a newcomer to
their sport to get started on the
right track.
A 55 lb. bow actually weighs
considerably less than the
average rifle. In the case of a 55lb. bow, the -weight" refers to
the force required to draw the
string the length of the average
hunting arrow, usually 28 inches. The average man should
begin shooting a 25 to 35-lb bow
and work up to at least a 40-lb
weapon for serious deer hunting. It is illegal to hunt deer in
Kentucky with less than a 40 lb
pull bow.
The ideal situation would be
for the prospective bow hunter
to purchase two bows, first
buying one that is relatively
inexpensive and light in weight.
This bow could be used to learn
the basic principles of shooting
and to develop the muscles used
in drawing a bow. These
muscles are rarely used in any
other activity.
The lighter bow can be used
for target shooting, small game
hunting, or bowfishing for rough
- fish, a sport that is growing in
popularity each year. When
;training up to the heavier bow,
the archer should shoot only a
flew arrows a day at the
beginning. He should never
I shoot the bow until he is tired. If
he does this, he may develop
bad habits such as flinching or
snap shooting.
for hunting big game is stalking
When he has mastered the
hunting bow and can place all
his arrows withing a 10-inch
circle, the archer is ready to

tor hunting big game stalking,
smaller animals such as
squirrels and rabbits. This
offers valuable practice in
sighting game in the field,
stalking in for a close shot, and
firing at unkown distances.
There is a difference in firing at
fixed targets at known ranges
and at animals in the woods.
This difference can be realized
only by actual experience.
The bow hunter has to
overcome many challenges not
even noticed by the rifleman.
The rifleman can aim and fire
his weapon with a minimum ai
fmovement at ranges of up to
100 yards or more. So long as he
has a clear path through the
brush for his bullet, the gunman
can bag his quarry with a
mimirnum of difficulty.

deer. Deer rarely expect danger
from above, so the elevated
hunter is out of sight. This
0.issI(MiSiSSIOGOIOORstationary position prevents the
noise caused by a stalk.
This type of hunting demands
patience,
extreme
but
sometimes pays off in a big
Hunters must have their
clubs over the state to be
way. Many trophy size old
shootin eye sharpened up by
bucks have been bagged by
released at their will.
now since squirrel season opens
archers from stands, including
Remember to call 753-3570
today. Dove season is just
the present Boone and Crockett
around the corner, Sept. 1, so be when you have a picture to be
world record for whitetails.
on the look out for some good taken. Fishermen the work is
"Slow." The fish are biting if
In my opinion, the archer
places to hunt, they'll be scarce
you can find them. Most bass in
should use the heabiest bow
this year.
which he can shoot accurately.
You bow deer hunters, better Kentucky Lake are reported
If he can handle no more than a
by limbering up your bow. It caught in real shallow or real
40-lb bow, the bowhunter would
deep water. However in
Murray Ilms Club tournament winners are shown with their catch. Left to right, Hush Nosey, isn't long until bow season rolls Barkley the bass are on the
be wiser to shoot this weapon
top
- --- around. Rember this year that
Don A. Jones, Fred Herndon and Jim King.
and limit his shooting to very
of the drop offs in 4-8 feet of
no permanent tree stands are
close range than to strain to
water. Stripes are good in both
allowed in the Land Between
shoot a stronger bow. The
lakes with crappie fair on the
The Lakes. If you want to get a
strongest bow in the world is no
portable stand you better get it main channel and bream good
good if you cannot hit anything
on worms and cricketts. Sawyer
It's not so simple for the
now before the rush begins or
with it.
are
being taken deep on a
bowhunter. He must be within
you'll be without one. Uncle
No matter what weight bow is
variety of nlugs. Water tem30 yards for an effective shot in
Jeff's has in a fresh supply of
perature is 84 with theiakes
out thick forests. The smallest used, the arrows must be sharp
Baker tree stands, portable and
enough
shave
to
hair
before
standing
at 356.4.
.•
twig- in its path will deflect an
easy to carry.
they are shot at any big-game
A few of the dyed-in-wool
arrow and cause an otherwise
Remember
to
call
me
at
home
With the beginning of the 1973perfect shot to miss. An archer animal. A sharp arrow causes 74 hunting season just
after you've killed your limit of fishermen are venturing out to
around
massive
hermorrhag
e
will
and
brave the heat and slow days
on the ground at close range
squirrels
so we can take your
corner.
the
Kentucky
hunters
oringtteath rapidly to the bigges
and are catching a few fish. Bob
cannot raise his bow and fire
picture.
A
limit
of
squirrels
is
are starting to look forward to
anitnal. A dull arrow is neither
when a deer is looking in his effecitve
always something to be proud of Badger took a 54.2 lb. bass out of
days afield, and are probably
or as humane.
direction. The deer would spot
an
it's something everybody Irvin Cobb dock the other day
wondering
what
kinds
of
conwhile Joe Neno was dragging an
uus movement and be gone The most popular broadheads
wants
to see.
on the market today are those ditions they can expect this fall.
8 lb. hog in at Ken Lake. Bob
before the hunter could release
Several
sportsmen are asking
Based on a 'survey by the
with four cutting edges. These
,2 lb. lunker on
his shaft. The archer must
about our quail and rabbits this Strode took a 6'
will take a knife-like edge and state's game biologists. Jim
a 6 inch black Lindy worm.
watch the deer and wait until it
year.
According
to
all
records
Durell,
assistant
director of the
produce a large wound for
The Murray Bass Club held
is very close, in the open, and
and observations quail are up
maximum bleeding in a Division of Guile Management
summer
tournament
looking in another direction
all over the state as is the rabbit its
for
the
Department
of
Fish
and
recently with plenty of hog bass
before making his move. This minimum amount of time. Wildlife Resources„
population.
has comcalls for extreme patience. It Arrow shafts are made of wood, piled the following report on the
The federal government has being brought in. Hugh Massey
has been estimated that the fiberglass, or aluminum. Glass abundance of some of our
changed its ruling on shooting took 1st place with a limit of
shafts are becoming... more
Bass while Fred Herndon took
average archer may have -to
crows
and once again crows_ can
popularspecies:
game
•
-second. Do.Jones took third
turn down as many as 50 shots popular each year because they
be
takerr in any fUhner yáii
Squirrel August 18 through
place with Jim King trailing at
which would be fairly simple will not warp like wood, are October 31 and November
desire as long as the landowner
15
uniform
in
weight
and
do
not
fourth and with the Big Bass of
with a rifle and wait for just one
permits
through
December
your
31
Both
hunting.
good chance to fire with bow break as easily. Aluminum fox and gray squirrels should be
The quail chicks have been the day.
shafts are slightly more
Be sure to call Jerry Allen if
and arrow.
transported from the state
uniform iit ovely,ht and are no abundant statewide, due to a
you're interested in a Deer
This added challenge is what
department
'of
fish
good
and
mast
production
game
in
1972
subject to warpage, but are
has made bow hunting so
hatchery to the soortsmeeR Sportsmen Club 753-6602 or 753which afforded an ample food
3570.
popular. The hunter who has more expensive than either supply in the lean winter
bagged a good buck with the glass or wood.
months,
allowing
good
a
Archers who hunt in secluded
bow and arrow really feels that
areas have found camouflage reproduction crop in 1973.
he has earned his venison.
Rabbits I November
15
clothing to be a big help in
Another reason for the gowing
January
31)—
deceiving the wily whitetail. through
popularity of archery hunting is
The deer is much less Likely to Statewide, populations should
the longer bow season.
be fair to good, with the North
This longer season is possible notice the broken image created
by-the pattern of spots than it Central section one of the best
because archers kill so few deer
would be to detect a solid mass The high humidity and frequent
in comparison to gun hunters,
of one colr. Camouflage should rains during the reproductive
and since the archery season
season contributed favorably to
preceeds the gun deer season it be avoided when hunting in an the survival rate. However,
area containing a large number
gives hunters a good opof other hunters, especially 'floods probably depleted the
Dim S Jones is shown with his trophey and lunker bass
portunity to scout the woods and
population in. some areas,
during the gun deer season.
find a good stand for the
Archer offers many hours of especially extensive botopening of the gun season. In
pleasant, exciting sport. Why tomlands.
addition, gun hunters who are
stubborn, rub it with a wad of
Quail 1November 15 through
not join those who have
1. Every fall great flocks of
Grouse
I November
15 throughout Kentucky and good
worried about safety problems
fine steel wool with the solventJanuary
lit—Popula
tions
in
migrating
the central and western
discovered
crows tend to return
this
exciting
through February 28)—Should
caused by the increasing
but don't get overeager or you
pastime? For information on should be good statewide, with be as abundant as last year, sections. However, there will be to the same roosts of the
number of gun deer hunters are
may lighten the bluing or
joining the local club call 753- the western section the prime when hunting was exceptionally spotty areas even in the better previous year and remain there
turning to archery as a
scratch the metal.
area. Like rabbits, quail benefit good
3570
in some sections of East- sections due to a lack of suitable for several nights or even weeks
potentially safer sport with less
3.
Paste
from frequent rains during the ern
and
liquid
habitat.
continuing
before
their
Kentucky.
Generally
competition.
preparations for touch-up
reproduction season.
Waterfowl
migration.
(
Even
Seasons
during
to
the
be
set
)
speaking, grouse populations
Under some conditions, such
bluing work well if you follow
Dove ( September 1 through
should be fair to good Biologists have not yet com- summer,sizable concentrations
as during a light rain or
October 31, December 1 through throvehoot thoir range.
pleted their surveys on ducks may stay on at the same sites. the manufacturer's instructions
snowstorm, which interfers
carefully, work on a small area
December 9i— From all in
Deer I Archery, October 1 and geese, but high waters One key to good crow shooting is
with the deer's normally keen
of metal at a tinie and wipe the
there should be a through October
could
again
scout
effect
to
the country-side
hunter
31. December 1
senses of sight, hearing and
stuff off quickly. The longer it
good supply, especially in the through
December 31; gun, success. Crops were planted listening as well as looking for stays
smell, it is possible to spot a
on, the darker the metal
central and western sections
late
in
western
Kentucky,
these
roosting
areas.
November
and
3,
through
whitetail at a distance arid
will get. The only way to match
However, hunting may be November
some
grain
fields
could
2.
To
not
remove
a small light
be
71 The statewide
quietly slip to within bow
the surrounding bluing closely
erratic in the first part of the population
is continuing to planted because of late floods. blotch of rust from a gun,soak it
range. Usually this sort of thing
is with repeated applications,
season due to the lateness in increase
Waste
grain
will
in
probably
solvent
and
be
then
rub
it
with
gradually,
a
and
the
is almost impossible. Dry uncutting silage and harvesting supply should
the
surface
typewriter eraser. If it's darkening
be at least fair scarce.
derbrush and a carpet of crisp
gradually.
leaves prevent the stalker from
moving silently. Constantly
changing currents of air may
CHEMICAL
carry the human scent to the
Droo by and look over our selection
deer. causing it to flee long
CO. INC.
before the bowman is in range.
'PROMPT. EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
of Fishing Tackle and Supplies
A deer cannot distinguish one
I.1 ILIOR BUSINESS"
ILI
fe
still object from another, but
We carry the Wilson line
seems to have an almost unof Sporting Equipment for All Sports
canny ability to detect motion.

Sportsman's Notebook

Hunting Seasons
Set

FISHERMEN

To overcome these handicaps, many archers, take
stands either in a blina on the
ground or in trees. Tree stands
place the hunter in such a
position that his scent is moved

if you're a hunter, ask about our
selection of guns

Fenton & Hodge
205 So. 5th
753-4-469
George Hodge, owner

Shells

Located W Railroad Avenue

HUNTERS -FISHERMEN:
Get to Where the Action Is!

Motor Sales
American Motors Dealer
806 Coldwater Road

TABERS
BODY SHOP, Inc.
— 24 Hr. Wrecker Service
ANKAR
.,
1301 Cheshiut

753-3134

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
4
1
114C

One of the Largest
Selecifons of Sporting Goods in West Ky.
for the Hunter or Fisherman
BE SURE TO ENTER OUR FISHING CONTEST!
•No Entry Fee! •Prizes Galore! -

Fishing

Winchester
* Archery

FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN

Jeep Puts
You There!

Cain & Treas

Remington -Federal

rfilizer

New Gun Department
Is Now Open!
All Makes of Guns

•New Stock Firearms
•Reloading Equipment
*Fishing Equipment
•Hunting Equipment
• Archery Equipment

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut Street

Wayne Darnell
Outboard Marine
Sales
Service -Parts

Phone 753-2571

By FRANK BR
Associated Press Spo
It wasn't hard to
happiest man in the
Twins'clubhouse Fri
No, it wasn't Ton
who hit two homer
a grand slam—and di
runs.
No, it wasn't Bert
who pitched a compl
for his 15th victory,
seven hits in the
powering 14-2 triump
Cleveland Indians.
It was shortstop J
rell, who hit the first
of his major league c
added three singles
nesota's 18-hit attack.
In other Americ
games, the Calif.
and Nolan Ryan
Detroit Tigers, 10-2;
more Orioles edged
White Sox 3-2; the
Sox topped the
Royals 6-4; the Te
pounded the sinking
Yankees 8-1, and
A's bested the
Brewers 3-2.
Angels 10, Tig
A home run also
to Frank Robinson
gels' lopsided vi
his 23rd of the season
of his career, whi
one ahead of Harmon
in fourth place on
home run list.
Meanwhile, Mike E
homered as Ryan

ngers-down
Orioles 3, White
Jim Palmer, with
from Grant Jackson
his ninth consecuti
and raised his caree
117-54 for a percents
best among acti
league pitchers.
The triumph
Baltimore lead over
a game and a half
tinuing struggle for
in the American Lea
ern Division.
Red Sox 6, Ho

TULSA, Okla. A
Freeman of Bristol,
$2,500 and the natio
championship Frida
Freeman posted
par total of 193.
The play Friday
1973 tournament
which took five
was played in sev
Mike Baldoza of
Tex., won the
championship earli
and earned $50,000.

By The Associa
1973 Home Runs
Most Recent Home
1973 Games Rem:'
Babe Ruth's Caree
,Aaron's Career Ho
Aaron's Magic N
Aaron hit the 7
of his career Fri
the sixth inning'of
loss to the Montr
move to within 11
Babe Ruth's r
blasted a Steve
over the left-cen
for his 30th home
baseball season an
extra-base hit to ti
Louis Cardinals gr
sial for the all-time
department. Aar
in the second inn'
in the third, horn
sixth, lined into a
in the eightli, and
fice fly in the n'
times at bat.
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American League Roundup

National League Roundup

Twins Overpower Indians 14-2;
Los Angeles Tops Detroit 10-2

Aaron Belts Number 703 But
Braves Fall To Montreal 8-7

loth homer of the year Friday that department.
By FRED ROTHENIBF:Rtl
By FRANK BROWN
Marty Pattin came out of the setting Orioles.
• *I didn't know any-thing
Associated Press Sports Writer night tied him with Musial
Associated Press Sports Writer Boston bullpen to preserve the
A's 3, Brewers 2
Hank Aaron has been so busy and yes folks- it only left him about the Musial mark until
It wasn't hard to find the victory for Rogelio Moret, 7-0.
Ken Holtzman won his 18th
chasing Babe Ruth he didn't 11 short of what's his name's they- announced it here." ‘aron
Carl Yastrzemski had driven game of the season with a sixhappiest man in the Minnesota
record for most something or said .
know he caught Stan Musial
in two runs and sparked a four- hitter to help the A's increase
Twins' clubhouse Friday night.
Bernie Allen's bases-loaded
Everybody has been so ob- others in a career.
No, it wasn't Tony Oliva, run fifth inning rally that put their lead in the Western DiviIn that 'game Aaron belied single in the bottom of the
sessed with Aaron's pursuit of
who hit two homers—including the Red Sox in front.
sion to one game. He had a noTHE record that his closing in career homer No. 703 which ninth capped a three-run rally.
a grand slam—and drove in six
Rangers 8, Yankees 1
hitter until the fifth inning
on a less historic mark was lost gave him 1377 extra base hits lifting the Expos to an 8-7 victoruns.
Rookie David Clyde scattered when George Scott hit his 18th
in the shuffle Nevertheless, his and tied him with Musial in ry over aron and the Braves.
No, it wasn't Bert Blyleven, nine hits in stifling the Yan- home run of the year over the
Elsewhere in the National
who pitched a complete game kees' struggling offense as the center field fence. Deron Johnleague Chicago stopped Los
for his 15th victory, giving up underdog Rangers handed the son had hit NI 17th for A's in
\ngeles 3-1: Cincinnati nipped
seven hits in the Twins' over- Yankees their fifth loss in six the previous inning, scoring
New York 2-1 in In innings: San
powering 14-2 triumph over the games. The New Yorkers fell what proved to be the game
Francisco beat Pittsburgh 541:
Cleveland Indians.
three games behind the pace- winner.
Philadelphia whipped Houston
It was shortstop Jerry TerII-3 and San Diego defeated St
rell, who hit the first home run
I euis 1-2 in 13 innings.
of his major league career, and
Cubs 5. Dodgers 1
added three singles to MinBilly Williams smacked his
nesota's 18-hit attack.
15th homer to back the comIn other American League
bined three-hit pitching of Bill
games, the California Angels
Bonham 5-4. and Bob Locker.
the back is 150 per cent, 200
Ken Still
70-67-137
By RON BELLAMY
By BOB GREEN .
and Nolan Ryan crushed the
pacing the Cubs to a 3-1 victory
per cent better than last
Service
Copley
Bobby
Mitchell
Nevis
70-67-137
Associated Press Golf Writer
Detroit Tigers, 10-2; the Baltiover the Dodgers to snap an IIyear," Marichal said happily.
Jim Wiechers
71-67-138
SAN FRANCISCO - Once it
SUTTON, Mass. AP) —
.
more Orioles edged the Chicago
game losing streak
bad
real
in
was
I
year
-last
Rik Massengale
68-70-138
seemed as if Juan Marichal
White Sox 3-2; the Boston Red "The game of golf is funny,"
Bonham. who struck out nine
was so much
There
shape.
GETTING READY TO ROLL—Jaycee-Easter Seal Invitational
and
Tom
winning
Shaw
73-66.-139
would Just keep
Sox topped the Kansas City Bobby Mitchell said after tying
and walked four. took a one-hiaad a
pain that I was stupid to try to
David Blenz
69-60-139 chairman Tedd Todd provides a seat for Mike Gieselman
winning.
was.
I
Royals 6-4; the Texas Rangers Ken Still for the second-round
way
ter into the ninth before loading
the
prepares
pitch
trio
the
as
children,
Seal
Easter
Steve Melnyk
Year after year during the
69-70-139 hat for Kay Neal, both
pounded the sinking New York lead in the $200,000 USI Golf
"A lot of people think that
the bases on a walk and two
to ride over the Henry-Calloway Recreational Corp Roll course. A
1960s the affable right-hander
Lee
72-67-139
Trevino
when you're not pitching well
But Locker came on to
Yankees 8-1, and the Oakland Classic.
singles
the course on September 8, and
at
held
be
will
tournament
hole
36
Republic
Dominican
from the
Lanny Wadkins
71-69-140
don't have it
you
well,
that,
Paristhe
Steve
by
Garvey to hit his
induce
A's bested the Milwaukee
sponsored
being
is
tournament
The
9.
September
can
happen." Tom Jenkins
"A lot of things
warmed chilly Candlestick
69-71-140
anymore. But man, I was in
first pitch back to the mound
Brewers 3-2.
entry fee should be
Jim King undoubtedly would Ross Randall
Park with a glowing grin, a
69-71-140 Henry County Jaycees. Entries and the $29
bad shape.
for a game-ending double play.
Angels 10, Tigers 2
dazzling repertoire of pitches
agree that a lot of things can Lionel Hebert
74-66-140 mailed to Box 867, Paris, Tenn. 38242.
-I'd pitch two innings and I
Phils 8, Astros 3
A home run also meant a lot happen. But it's very doubtful
score.
the
by
victories
and
Martin Bothen
70-70-140
could hardly walk; I could
Steve Carlton hurled an eightto Frank Robinson in the An- that the husky, 210-pounder
The symbol of his artistry,
hardly stand straight up. So
hitter, regained the National
gels' lopsided victory. It was could see the humor in his situthe trademark of his craftEar this season, I don't feel
League strike lead by fanning
his 23rd of the season and 545th ation
manship, was the windup,
that pain.
Astros and even slugged a
of his career, which put him
with the high, graceful kick
leg,
my
kick
I
way'
the
-But
King, a tour member with inhomer in his behalf as the Phils
that left the San Francisco
one ahead of Harmon Killebrew
even
the doctors say, puts
Giant hurler poised precaristunned the Astros 8-3.
in fourth place on the all-time different success since 1968,
more pressure on the back. So
was disqualified and suspended
ously on one leg like a bronzed
The Philadelphia left-hander
home run list.
the
without
pitch
to
tried
I
Nureyev before he swept
now has 187 strike outs. He unMeanwhile, Mike Epstein also indefinitely Friday after an alI
work.
didn't
it
kirk,
and
By CHUCK ADAMS
sitiRathly forward .and pro
getting the call against the Dol- Jerry Tagge at quarterback.
loaded his homer in thefourth.
homered as Ryan mowed the tercation with tour official Pete
couldn't cia it. Without the
Dan Pasairini is expected to
Sesso.
pelted the baseball toward the
Associated Press Sports Writer phins.
Giants 5, Pirates 3
Tlaars-down.
the same
'have
didn't
I
kick
plate.
A clash between the Kansas
Don backof center for the Oilers.
Willie McCovey slugged two
eoach
Detroit
A statement released by Jack
the
Orioles 3, White Sox 2
And
control.
and
stuff
The 20-triumph seasons, the
Atlanta has defeated New
homers to help Ron Bryant to
Jim Palmer, with relief help Tuthill, the head of the touring City Chiefs and Minnesota Vik- McCafferty spent 14 years with
main thing about baseball is
flowers of pitching excelEngland twice in pre-season
his lath victory of the season in
good control arid speed on the
from Grant Jackson, picked up officials for the Tournament ings. each seeking to regain the Baltimore Colts but the
perennihardy
seemed
last
lence,
play, but when it counted
the Giants' 5-3 triumph over the
Last year I didn't have
ball.
his ninth consecutive victory Players Division of the PGA, past glory, headlines today's team his Lions will be meeting
spring
als that would bloom
League exhi- bears little resemblance to the year the Patriots came out on
Padres.
one.'
either
and raised his career record to said King grabbed Sesso by the National Football
after spring ... and it seemed
bowed to
Bryant lost both his perfect
He'd never had a losing seaclub from which he was.fir-ed top 2120. The Pats
117-54 for a percentage of .684— throat "in a threatening man- bition schedule.
forendure
would
spring
if
as
while
The Vikings and Chiefs, oppo- last year. Despite 19 trades by the tliants 13-7 hist week,
son .. ever. Last year the
game and his no-hitter in the
best among active major
ever
nents in Super Bowl IV in 1970 General Manager Joe Thomas, the Falcon defense carried At$130,000-per-year athlete was seventh when the Pirates
league pitchers.
,
But, sadly, nothing does. In
That version of the incident
last the Colts are still seeking their lanta to a 34-20 victory over
6-16.
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Available September 4-June 1. Married students or faculty
only.
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2 bedroom furnished home, fireplace, all modern
1 bedroom furnished home, fireplace, all modern
bedroom furnished home, carpeted

moon
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Homes located on Kentucky Lake private bay Each home is
$125 a month-we furnish utilities. Security deposit and
references. Call 436-5459 after 6:00 p.m. for further information
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'his's stained glass windows and wood ccrsing. custom-made
windows. Antique windows and lamps repaired. All types of hand
carving,antiques pieces reproduced and etc. Hwy. 121 ' mile west
of Stella, Ky. Watch for Signs. Mon.-Frt. 8-4, Sat. 8-12, Phone 489"613.
TIMBER-LODGE of Tennlucky lake, Route 1, Springville,
Tennessee will do your stone
work. Large selections of stone.
Phone 901-593-3534.
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Immediate
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Let me show y

SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
Electric Complete pump repair
service. Let us check your old
pump for you before_you.buy a
new one. 24 hour emergency
service. Phone 7535543.
August21C

&
MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms, MOBILE HOME, with washer
located at Shady Oaks. $100.00 and air conditioning. On Lake custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
per month. Phone 753-4023. A20C front lot at Blood River Sub- Nouth of Murray on Hwy_ 641.
.lerry McCoy. owner 502: 492division, about 12 miles from
8837.
TFC
Murray. Phone 436-2427 after 8:00
TRAILER
FOR
college p.m.
A22C
semester. Near University.
THE OLDE Shoppe. Furniture ADVERTISE! HANNA Sign
Phone 474-2789 or 474-2257. A2OP TRAILER ALL electric, three stripping and repairs. 1301 Main, Company, 607 South 4th Street.
Phone 753-8346.
October 17C
bedrooms, two baths, $110.00 a next to the Dairy Queen. Phone
August24C
month. Phone 753-2377.
A18C 753-8240.
B U1,1,EX)ZER WORK: trucking,
NEATLY FURNISHED one
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
large bedroom apartment,
BURNETT'S MOBILE Home
opsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138 or
carpeted and air conditioned. PRIVATE ROOM with private Service, 1105 Lackey Street,
354-8161, after 5:00 p.m
TFC
Married couple or singles. entrance, kitchen privileges if Paducah, Ky. Patio covers, 14
Inquire at Kelly's Pest Control, desired. Phone 753-1387.
ABC different colors to choose from. CARPETS
PROFESSIONALLY
located 100 South 13th
Underpenning and anchors.
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
Street.
conditioni
hour
Central
24
ng.
air
A20C
Master 489-2504.
TFC
FURNISHED APARTMENT, service Phone 502-442air conditioned, two bedrooms. 3115.
September 7C
TWO BEDROOM duplex, fur- Has living
Leave your heavy cleaning
room; kictchen and
nished Dishwasher, garbag€ bath. Utilities
furnished, except
up to the experts at
WANT TO BUY
disposal, central heat and air. gas. Would
prefer boys. Phone
Phone 753-4502
A20C 753-3143.
A18C
WANT TO BUY July 9 copies of
PROFESSIONAL
TRAILER SPACE. Opening new The Ledger & Times. Please
ONE BEDROOM furnished trailer court 2/
bring to the Ledger & Times,
Tric
103
CLEANING
1
2 miles east of North
4th street.
apartment, partial utilities paid.
Murray on Highway 94. Phone
Carpets
Air conditioned. Married couples 753-2377.
only. No pets. Phone 753TO BUY pool table. Also
Furniture
9741.
to buy used 22 rifle with
th
Al8C
v• Walls
scope. Phone 753-9495.
A18NC
NICE ALL paneled two bedroom
v• Window duplex, private drive,all electric. WANT
TO BUY 1968 or 1969
TWO BEDROOM house. Phone Also two bedroom 10'x42' mobile
Camaro. Prefer automatic
Call Collect for Free
753-5801.
Al8P home Phone 489-2596.
Al&
transmission. Phone 753-4629
Estimates
days or 753-8150 after 5:00
p.m.
Al8C
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WANT TO BUY good used hay
rake. Phone John Watson 7535325.
A2OP

247-7333

USE THE pea sheller. You do it.
cents per bushel. Also peas and
50
WANT TO BUY registered
other fresh vegetables for sale at
Weimaran
or
er
St.
Bernard
"People are killing and of parklands and waterways,
the Market, Pt miles out Conmaiming themselves in ap- "we can communicate our puppy. Phone 753-0151 or send cord Highway.
A21C
/
2 Vine Street,
palling numbers in the national safety message at every op- Information to 14141
Murray.
ITC
parks this year," Ronald H. portunity to reach the visitor
Walker, director of the Interior public, in campfire and nature
ADVERTISING
Department's National Park talks, at Visitor Centers•
['OR RENT
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Service, said recently.
•
wherever we are in contact."
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He said he was at a loss to WOULDN'
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Walker, deeply disturbed at
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where
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People drowning. It's enough to
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NICE TWO bedroom trailer, 1
Will. DO trash and brush
So far this year, Walker said,
"More people are visiting our miles out Concord Highway. hauling Reasonable rates. Phone
105 visitors have died in the
national parks, compared to 85 parks than ever before," $75.00 per month. Water fur- 753-6130.
TFC
in this time last year. While 1972 Walker said,"and I think that's nished. Phone 753-9773.
A21C
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
was the safest year for visitors wonderful. But more people are
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
to the parks since 1964, being killed in our parks than EFFICIENCY
APARTME
NT
drovmings are up 33 per cent- ever before. And I think that's a extra large. Vacant. No
pets.
national tragedy."
to 48-this year over last.
880.00 per month. Phone 753-8333 ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign
Company, 807 South 4th Street.
or 753-7671.
A18C
"Simple common sense could
Phone 753-8346.
Octoberl7C
have prevented many of these
pRIVATE ROOMS for men
deaths," Walker added. "They
WASHING. Exstudents with kitchen facilities WINDOW
fee the result, most often, of
perienced. Very reasonable
and
central
heat
and
air.
Phone prices.
negligence. Some people won't
Phone 767-2352, Mr.
436-6479.
follow the rules of safety. They
A27C .Thompeon.
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just won't use their heads.
NICE ONE bedroom furnished
"People may keep killing
apartment. Air conditioned. All
-Papering -Painting
The 1973 Kentucky State Fair Electric. Adjacent
themselves in our parks, but I
to university
-Canvasing
am going to make it as hard for will sponsor its annual High campus.Couples only. Phone 753FREE ESTIMATES
School Marching Band and 3805.
them to do so as I can.
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"I'm not going to be satisfied
year.
The
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.JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
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cerned, a single death in our
pets. $100.00 per month. Phone Plumbing
-electrical-roofing and
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calling on them to redouble corps consisting of 3-5 memommercial. New or old Free
their efforts to insure visitor bers, 6-8 members and 9 or ONE BEDROOM furnished stimates. Call 753-6123.
TEC
more members. First, second, apartment, air conditioned,
safety.
electric
heat,
water
and garbage
and third place trophies, will be
-I
don't mean just the
pick up furnished. Couple only. TIMBER-LODGE on TennRangers," Walker said, "I awarded in each class.
No pets. Phone 753-3001 or 753- Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
mean
everybody,
from
2528 for appointment.
A21C Tennessee, will build complete
historians
and
enCharley Pride at Fair
fireplaces. starting at only.
vironmentalists to clerical
Guest Star of the 1973 Ken- FIVE ROOM house with garden. $695.00. Selection of' stones
personnel and maintenance tucky State
Fair Rodeo will be Unfurnished, electric heat. vailable
Satisfaction
men at our parks. The order Is Quirky Pride. The country
:
and Couple or couple with one child. guaranteed. Phone 901-593out: If you see someone doing western recording artist
will be Available now. Phone 753-3001 or 3534.
TFC
something risky, if you notice a featured
at each performance. 753-2528 for appointment.
A21C
youngster running around
ROY HARMON finiih'carpenter.
unattended, do something about
House‘lciauped-formica stops sei :it Everyone in the Park Ser1950's Featured At Fair
FURNISHED APARTMENT, and doors-Custom building and
Ake must, in effect, be his
The 1950's will be teetered at located
one
block
from remodeling. _Quality workbrother's keeper."
the 1971 KentiicWgtate Fair in University, two to - four
Walker pointed MI that while two shows by Sha Na Na, a $500 00 per semester plus 0790.
September I7C
it is iMpostribie to post an army group of musicians who satirize ;Rattles, and deposit. Contact
of Rangers every 100 feet that decade, at 3:30 and 8:30 John Pasco, Jr., 753-7778 or
753throughout the 30 million acres P.M. on Saturday, August 18. 2649.
A21NC

i

THE PHANTOM

Due to other inve
farm for quick

DRESS MAKING and alterations
in my home. Phone 4365525.
August21C

SERVICE MASTER

WRY EWE>:
wHAir AN
ITV us e Home AwFuL mit.*
COoKek5
it SAY

Farm Ian

Route 1
FIVE ACRES in city
main highways. Fron
for business. Has g• • •
house, fenced, small
Only $27,500.00.
40 acres open land
Grove, all tendable,
in permanent pasture
$3,00.00 down, bala
terms at 7 per cent
Good two acre b
Highway 94 near
$1,600.00.
Galloway Insuran
illhone 753-5842.
1700 MILLER. Good r
with new kitchen, c:
tiara bedrooms ups :
basement. Bargain
$15,000.00 cash for
Owner -753-9773.
ON KENTUCKY
large bedrooms, 2 I
kitchen and living
fast bar, fireplace,
and air, boat dock,
$35,000.00. Phone 4' •
LAKE LOT on
Phone 436-5345.
DUPLEX-TWO lar
each side, carpeted,
and air, large lot. N area.
Lakeway Sho
the TVA boundary.
system. Private • • .
area.
Five acre tract a •
on Kirby Jennings
Chandler Park,
John C. Neub
Esstate, 208 South
Murray.
Phone
Residence 753-7531.
BY OWNER-thr brick, concrete d:
carport, air condi
peting throughout.
dishwasher,'dispo
living and dining
utility, washer-dry
Short walking d
shopping. 508 South
$22,000.00. Phone 7
'i

11•1111

two baths, central
big lot, nice size o
office or shop. 1
Drive. Phone 7 • ls
MUSI
PIANO TUNIN
rebuilding. Promp
vice. 15 years exper
pianos for sale. :
Murray, Kentucky
8911.

Register N

MUS
LESS'
(Only limited

* PIAN
* ORG
* VOIC
* GUIT
* DRU
* BAN
* AC I
* TRU
*BAN I
Phone 75

B
Dixieland 1
Murray,.
SERV/CES. 01
WILL DO ironing
my home: Reas
_tonholes m,ade. ph

• • • • •'A '
work guaranteed.
. residential Fr •
Phone day or nigh
7201
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THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

E SEVEN

ITT
E Yourr
To Place
Ledger & Times...
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Farm Lan

or

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

wANT.ADS •

NOTICE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR SALE

e sy Iwner

LAWN AND garden tractor, 7
H.P., new engine. Excellent
condition. Phone 437-6269 after
A18C
6:00p.m.

Due to other investments, I am offering part of my home
farm for qiilck sale.
185 acres, more or less, at $230.00 per acre.
This farm contains:
125 acres of rested crop land.
55 acres in good saleable timber
5 acres of roads, drainage and etc.
Plenty of fence wire and spring fed stock water
Immediate possession with deed.
All but 20 acres of crop land now ready for fall plowing

MEI i('E

NOTICE

Another View

Thursday. Friday Saturday. and Sunday

FREE
Shell with each

Live Oyster in the
dinner from our new menu.

KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
variety of pistols Buy now while
you can still get them at
reasonable prices. Country Boy
Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117
and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
Al8C
p.m.

• We will package it for you to take with you.
• We will shuck it, bread it, and fry it for you.
• We will shuck it and serve it to you on the halfshell with cocktail sauce and crackers.

Let me show you this farm.
VA LOANS, no down payment for
qualified vertrin. 12 years to
pay. Drive on out almost to
Sedalia, Ky. Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
125' WATERFRONT lot off High- Beltline Highway. Paducah, Ky.
A18C
way 68 in Caton Shores. Contact 443-6150
Baxter Bilbrey, Cadiz, Kentucky
A20C
522-8469.
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
BY OWNER: beautiful snauy lot Mayfield, Kentucky, on the
100' x 253', beside park, Sharp Benton Highway. Travel trailers,
Street. Ready for quality home pickup camper, toppers. We also
Phone 6061 549-2494. August27NC rent campers by the week or
weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489Al8C
2303.
RESIDENTIAL LOT,1314 Poplar

Lynwood Morris
Route 1

753 1916

TRIANGLE INN
* Starting Saturday *

.040.4j4.'7
FOR TRADE
FIVE ACRES in city on one of
main highways. Frontage zoned
GUITAR AND amplifier, will
for business. Has good five room
trade for hand gun. Phone 753house, fenced, small stock barn.
A20C
9629 after 5:30 p.m.
Only $23,500.00.
Lynn
near
land
40 acres open
FOR SALE
44FOR SALE
618 So. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
WANTED TO RENT
Grove, all tendable, sowed down
Given
Away
Each
Free
Prizes
Week!
in permanent pasture. $19,000.00,
WANT TO RENT. two bedroom
-1st Prize-10 Gallons of Gas
$3,00.00 down, balance on long
in
house, preferably furnished,
-2nd Prize-Case of Drinks, your choice.
terms at 7 per cent interest.
Murray area. Phone 753-4885
-3rd Prize-6 pack of Motor Oil, your choice.
Good two acre building lot on
A18P
after 4:30p.m.
Come on by and visit us and get your tickets. Drawings held
Highway 94 near lake. Only Street, 79'x299'. Phone 7534'x8'
A22C
Slightly
each Friday, winning numbers posted at the station every
2306
81,600.00.
FOR SALE OR LEASE
Si
CREOSOTE POOLES, 8' to 25'
Saturday. Must be 16 years old to qualify.
1
Galloway Insurance & Realty,
Damaged
and treated fence posts. Murray
sheet
Afl Prizes, If Not Claimed, Are Accumulative
A18C KENIANA SHORES-100' x 200'
phone 753-5842.
aROCERY STORE with or
restricted lake view. Lots for Lumber Compnay, 104 Maple
take
Will
quarters.
living
without
A18C
down and $25.00 per month. Street.
lx10 CHANNEL
1700 MILLER. Good roomy home $25.00
house or farm in on trade. Phone
lots
home
mobile
200'
x
80'
Also
Murray, Ky.
September21P
with new kitchen, carpet, three
753-1408
618 So. 4th St.
$10.00 down and 10.00 per CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot
ditra bedrooms upstairs and full for
of
them
full
at
you
prices
couldn't
water-lake
Central
month.
basement. Bargain priced at
ORE ELECTRIC, electric motot4
$325° per 100
HELP WANTED
access, all weather streets. Drive believe, starting at $450.00. Full
R5,000.00 cash for quick sale.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY repair and sale. New Co
New type,fold down and motor homes.
from
444
on
Northeast
A22C
Owner-753-9773.
TF
WANTED MEAT cutter trainee.
Road, phone 753-8114
Concord and follow Keniana New and used. At Bill's Camper
experience desirable, but EXTRA MONEY needed? Sell
Some
Mobile
Bill's
at
located
Corner,
or
436-5320
signs to office. Phone
not necessary. Send resume to engraved golden metal social As of this date, August 16, 1973,
ON KENTUCKY Lake; four 436-2473.
September 12C Homes, 3900 Clarks River Road,
P.O. Box 32-L, Murray, Ken- security plates. See Rosebud I Lindy Paschall, Route 7,
large bedrooms, 2 baths, large
Paducah, Ky. Phone collect for
A20C Sykes, Murray Hatchery. Phone Murray, will not be responsible
tucky.
Al8C
kitchen and living area, breakinformation 443-6150.
Septem ber 13C for any debts other than my
753-3422.
fast bar, fireplace, central heat
NEED MORE income? Want
Al8P
OWL
Hwy. 641 North • Benton, Ky.
and air, boat dock, Iarge patio,
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
extra spending money? Earn
$35,000.00. Phone 436-5574. A18C
seamless gutters, installed per
on
Phone 527-2871
House
located
FUR LEASE
while working part time. Set your
your specifications. Call Larry
beautiful wooded one
LAKE LOT on Cypress Bay
own hours. For information
free
I.yles at 753-2310 for
acre lot, two miles
A18P
Phone 436-5345.
TFC
phone 753-1470. September4NC
!estimate.
south. Three bedrooms,
Gall Station
TOPPER FOR Datsun or Toyota LIKE NEW 44.x12' trailer, two
two baths, family room,
Good potential, coming up
A2ONC bedrooms, bath and shower, TEMPORARY SALESMAN
DUPLEX-TWO large bedrooms
gate pickup. Phone 436-2289.
panel
5-slat
16FT.,
SPECIAL
built-ins,
fireplace,
Please Phone
for,lease, 5 points.
each side, carpeted, central heat
carpeted living room, extra needed. Vehicle furnished. Ex$20.40, 14 ft., 5-slat panel gate
central air.
paid. Must be able to
Lovett
Rudy
penses
Contact
covered
&
Shoe
work,
&
frame
and air, large lot. Near shopping
BOOT
outside
Vf/INON'S
Your
6 ft. chain link gate, $12.75,
753-3571
Repair, porch. Set up Cypress Resort- travel. Contact Jack Heath,
area.
Phone 753-2780 Days or 8$19.40,
gate $13.50, 10 ft. Western Store & Shoe
link
chain
ft.
Lakeway Shores-three lots on
Inc., next to Tom's Pizza Palace, rent paid until January, 1974. Ferry-Morse Seed Company,
7:00 p.m. chain link gate $14.60, 12 ft. chain across
A21P Fulton, Kentucky. 502-472the TVA boundary. Central water 753-7682 After
from Central Shopping Phone 901-232-8221.
link
two
link gate $15.46, 14 it chain
A20C TAKE OVER lease oft3400.
Monday
system. Private boat launching
9:00-9:00
Hours
Center.
gate
link
1973
May,
chain
ft.
till
16
$16.50,
trailer
brick
gate
bedroom
story
OWNER-tem
BY
area.
Saturday, 1:00-6:00 HOTPOINT REGRIGERATOR,
Number 4,
If No Results:
size basement, $17.50. Also 6 ft. steel post $1.30. through
BABY-SITTER. $50.00 per month.
Five acre tract and 4: acre lot house with full
arrived-3 styles used Used 40" Philco range. WANTED
Just
Sunday.
pellet
supplement
A20C
hog
Court.
Trailer
percent
Oaks
baths,
Shady
two
35
bedrooms,
large
three
Phone:
on Kirby Jennings Trail Near
Levis, latest style bush jean bells. Good working condition, $25.00 Responsible person to keep 13
living room, dining room and or meal) $12.00 cwt. 40 percent
home,
my
in
child
old
month
dress
A24P
styles
Chandler Park.
new
10
753-5753.
arrived
each. Phone
kitchen. Has garage apartment hog supplement (pellet or meal) Just
approximately 15 hours per
Western
AUTOS FOR SALE
John C. Neubauer Real
Fly blocks $2.20 each. shoes-solid leather.
cwt.
$13.00
kitchen.
bedrooms,
two
with
Before 5:00 p.m.
References necessary and,
week.
per
10
.
clothes.
Esstate, 206 South 4th Street,
stern
hats-We
cent dairy concentrate
door,
four
on.
-1962,
transportati
CHEVROLET
753-0101. living room, bath and utility 41 per
have
must
the
and
Phone
7
throughont
6,
sizes
now
Murray.
on
CLOTHES,
sale
GIRL'S
Then
cattle wor- cent
A21C room. Phone 753-2205 after 4:30 $8.25 cwt. Tramisol
sale on Verde dress 12. Boy's clothes, size 12 husky. Starting end of August. Phone good transportation. Standard
Residence 753-7531.
A20C mer boluses 65 cents each. store. 2 for 1
p.m. for appointment.
Phone
cylinder.
6
,
A23NC
transmission
casual boots. Phone 753-3110.
A21C 753-6740.
Thibenzole cattle wormer boluses boots and Roughout
Allr
4374269 after 6:00 p.m.
BY OWNER-three bedroom
Ladies golf shoes, $12.97. Four
Mill
Feed
Rhodes
each.
two
cents
home,
65
After 5:30 p.m. and
THREE BEDROOM
Jeans, $12.00-- COUCH, GOOD condition, $50.00. WE HAVE GOOD JOBS IN
Western
brick, concrete drive, single
styles
A27NC
382-2593.
Kentucky.
heat
Cuba,
central
room,
family
baths,
BARRACUDA
PLYMOUTH
TFC Phone 753-2478.
Until 6:30 p.m.
ITC ADMINISTRATION FOR
carport, air conditioning -carNow $9.00.
and air,fenced back, dishwasher,
condition.
WOMEN AND MEN 1966, excellent
YOUNG
peting throughout. All built-ins,
REMOVE CARPET paths and
disposal. Phone 753Economical to drive. Phone 753FREEZE, chest type, 21 1972 HONDA 750cc motorcycle, Running today's Army
dishwasher,'disposal, paneled range,
A20C spots; fluff beaten down nap with DEEP
8416.
ADC
7931.
takes a lot of adliving and dining area, large
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer cubic feet, good condition, 4,200 miles, $1200.00 or best offer.
skills. Like
ministrative
elothes
electric
A21C
Whirlpool
$150.00.
437-4790.
utility, washer-dryer hook-ups.
Phone
$1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
typing, stenography, office
MONTEGO MX-1972, gold,
Short walking distance to all
A18C dryer,825.00. Phone 437of a mile north Center.
eight-tenths
LOT,
management and perA20C YARD SALE, 307 North 8th
brown vinyl top. New steel radial
4185.
shopping. 508 South 13th Street.
of Murray on Highway 121,
specialties. We'll
I have opened my auto
sonnel
19,000 actual miles, power
tires,
p.m.
2:00-7:00
$22,000.00. Phone 753-1492. A24C
Saturday,
Street,
A20C kii" BATHROOM wall board,
150':480'. Phone 489.2643.
good starting
heavy Clothes, boat and motor,
wheel
a
two
you
automatic,
WIDE
TRACK
pay
steering,
and
brakes
otive wheel alignment
$5.25 each.'es" C-D 4'x8' plywood, duty trailer. Will carry car or
salary while you learn.
air conditioned $2.700.00. Phone
1TC
THREE BEDROOM brick house,
miscellaneous items.
$4.75 each. Twenty different
vacation
paid
days
A23P
Plus 30
Ford 8N tractor, $225.00. Also
753-2622.
two baths, central heat and air,
and balancing shop at
FOR SALE
selections of paneling from $3.65
excellent
other
1962 Simca four door, $90.00. GOOD-USED combines.
and
big lot, nice size outbuilding for
up. Plexiglass for storm doors
my home, on the old
A20C Several makes. Vinson Tractor
Phone 489-2595
CJ5 JEEP-1972, red with white
office or shop. 1613 Belmont
all and windows,50 cents square foot
A20C
A24C SUMMER CLEARANCE on
489-2504.
phone
Ky.,
Phone
top.
Murray,
t
Drive. Phone 753-8859.
Company.
seconds, all
641 North, near the
FOREMAN.
Armstrong large truck tires. and up. Fiberglass
over 753-4892.
1TC MAINTENANCE
colors, from 5 cents square foot FORD PICKUP-1961. Take
manufacturer
First line:
appliance
Leading
radio station.
Salvage, payments. Also one roll-away
825 x 20-10 ply $36.00 + $6.14 and up. Ross & Tuck
MUSIC
seeks individual with strong CHEVROLET
-1967,
VAN
A20C
bed.
Phone
436-5506
bed.
grain
WAGON,
TRACTOR
a
Martin, Tenn. Open 6 days
our Business Wil
electrical, $800.00. Phone 489-2504
in
A20C
Also purple hull peas, $5.00 per background
week. Phone 901-587PIANO TUNING -Repair 900 x 20-10 ply $46.18 + $7.33
facilities
and
mechanical
Be Appreciated
A21C
September8C BARGAIN TIRES - Arthstrong bushel. Phone 753-4859.
2420.
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser- 1000 x 20-12 ply $69.95 + $9.10
maintenance to supervise small
made - while present inventory
-1873
K
HATCHBAC
VEGA
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt 1000 x 22-12 ply $62.34 + $9.98
maintenance department. Exlasts. 4 ply nylon 775-825-845 by
Coupe, automatic with air, GT
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer, Armstrongs best highway tread SPECIAL 16 FT., 5-slat panel 14" or
salary and benefit
cellent
Custom
15" $15.06+$2.80.
2,000
Phone 753-9352. ANC
Chopper,
1971
TRIUMPH
equipped.
gate $20.40, 14 ft., 5-slat panel supreme
Murray, Kentucky, Phone 753- truck tire.
Phone 753-6808
polyester F-G-11-78 by actual miles. Excellent condition. program. Send resume to PerTFC
link
gate,
6
chain
8911.
ft.
$19.40,
gate
CorRoper
825 x 20-10 ply $44.16 + $6.14
14" or 15" 816.51+82.80. Custom Springer front end custom sonnel Manager,
$12.75,8 ft chain link gate $13.50, 78 Series polyester F-G-H 78 by
poration, Chattanooga Division,
900 x 20-10 ply $55.34 + $7.33
painted, plus more. $1900400.
CARD OF THANKS
10 ft. chain link gate $14.60, 12 ft. 14"
Road,
Manufacturers
100
$9.00
+
$66.68
ply
x
20-12
or 15" $17.70+$2.69. Phone 642-6236, Paris.
A21C
Register Now for 1000
chain
ft.
14
$15.40,
gate
chain
link
An
,
Chattanooga Tennessee.
1000 x 22-12 ply $70.22 + $9.98
Polyester Glass belted F-G-H 78
The Toy Williams family
Armstrongs Best traction type link gate $16.50, 16 ft. chain link by 14" or 15" $18.44+$3.10 GAS HEATER, good condition,-equal opportunity employer.A18C
to express their sincere
wishes
gate $17.50. Also 6 ft. steel post
truck tires.
water
-H 78 $75.00.
gallon
F-G
30
and appreciation for all
Belted
thanks
Steel
Polyester
$1.30. 35 percent hog supplement
4-Door, Vinyl Top
825 x 20-D ply $55.21 + $7.25
BABY-SITTER,
2 H.P. Myers pump. Ex- WANTED
1
the kindnesses shown to them in
by 14" or 15" $21.50+$3.10. Wide tank, /
per
40
cut.
$12.00
or
meal)
(pellet
980 x 20-10 ply $61.14 + $8.51
the loss of their beloved husband
70 series Polyester glass belted cellent condition. $50.00 for both. preferrably in my home. Must
v Good Rubber
1000 x 20-10 ply $73.09 + $10.52 cent hog supplement (pellet or F-G-H 70 by 14" or 15" Phone 753-7686.
A17C have references. Phone 753(Only limited openings left)
and father. Especially to Dr.
$2.20
Fly
blocks
cut.
$13.00
meal)
Armstrong Best lug type tire:
A21P
Air
4736.
Factory
v
Hughes and all the 'nurses on the
. Wide 60 series
$20.81+$306
concent
dairy
per
41
each.
* PIANO
825 x 20-10 ply $53.89 + $7.25
15"
by
2400
miles.
floor, all the singers and
second
500,
E-G-L
nylong
1972
glass
belted
KAWASAKI
centrate $8.25 cut. Tramisol
900 x 20-10 ply 859.92 + $8.51
Call 753-5738
* ORGAN
Bro. John Dale thank you.
$25.90 + $366.. Roby Sales, High- Extra sharp, $850.00. Phone 753- ASSIST IN veterinary clinic.
cents
65
blouses
wormer
cattle
1000 x 20-10 ply $73.21 + 810.52
A20C Would consider person of social
way 68, Benton, Ky. September5C 7550.
May God bless each and
* VOICE
After 5:00
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton, each. Thibenzole cattle wormer
that helped in every
age
everyone
to
security
work
part
time.
September 4C blouses 65 cents each. Rhodes
Ky.
* GUITAR
way.
Feed Meal Cuba, Kentucky. 382- AKC REGISTERED St. Berna rd • AKC REGISTERED poodle Male or female help full time.
1TP
A 19C OLDS CUTLASS-1973. Phone
Wife and Children
A23C male. seven weeks old Ph()ne puppies, toys and miniatures. Phone 753-3213.
* DRUMS
2593.
1TC
STANDING TIMBER, 225,000
436-5366.
A18C Reasonably priced. Also stud
753-8766 after 3:00 p.m.
* BANJO
board feet, Oak, poplar, tupelo.
A20C DIESEL TRUCK driver. Ful
service. Phone 753-6379.
Edison air
Contract expires January 1, SALE THOMAS A.
time employment for sober GS BUICK-1970, factory mags, We wish to express our deep
* ACCORDION
BTU,8184.25.
Phone Paris, Tennessee 901-642- conditioners. 10,000
and brakes, vinyl appreciation and thanks to our
bicycle,
26"
ten
NEW
speed
Sales,
1972 YAMAHA 175 Endurio, dependable, capable diesc power steering
A2OP 17,000 BUT, $233.00. Roby
* TRUMPET
4476.
753Phone
many friends, neighbors, and
$1600.00.
roof.
A22C
$75.00. Phone 753-8831.
excellent condition. Phone 753- driver. Good working conditions
Highway 68, Benton, KenA21P relatives for the many acts of
3473.
company
* BAND
local
salry,
reasonable
or
753-7699
4:30
0123
before
p.m.
August21C1
TWO TWIN size beds with box tucky.
kindness extended to us during
A2ONC Send complete employmen
'SEAMLESS GUTTERING, white after 5:30 p.m.
Phone 753-7575
Cutlass
springs and mattresses and
past six months while Mrs.
E-1970
the
OLDSMOBIL
needs
GARAGE SALE Back to school enamel finish, never
background, salary required
matching chest of drawers. clothing and miscellaneous.
Supreme, convertible. White. Fones was undergoing back
Phone
in
permanen
only
Diterested
estimate
Free
painting.
6. B
A20C
car. For sale by surgery at Memphis, Tenn.
Ilhone 753-2293.
Friday 9:00-6:00, Saturday, 9:00- 753-8407 or 753-8992. Atkins Gutter ANTIQUE ROUND oak table, employee. Write P.O. Box 32-R Official pace
after 4:30 Words are inadequate to express
522-3914
Phone
owner.
an
reproductiOn
Two
Dixieland Center
$100.00.
August23C
Al8C
Al8C
1 :00,816 North 19th Street.
Murray,Kentucky.
Service, Murray.
YORKSHIRE
A24C the deep joy and thankfulness for
REGESTERED
p.m.- --tique single beds with mat- Murray, Ky.
each one who helped us in any
boars for sale. Phone 435$75.00 and $125.00. Antresses,
and
MX
971-250
YAMAHA-1
I.
A2OP
TWO WHITE tiny toy poodles. tique ,:ouch, $50.00. Two chest of MURRAY CABLEVISION in- OPEL RALLY Kadet-1969 way. May God bless each of you
3173.
sell.
Must
motorcycle trailer.
one female. Weimaraner and one drawers, $10.00 and $15,00. Book staller technician -position. Ex Radial tires. big engine; new is our prayer.
SERVICES OFFERF.D
Phone 753-0263 or see at number
Enna* wire haired terrier. All shelf, 19.00. Phone 753Harold and Mary Fones
perience preferred, but not ab- clutcli,and battery 40,000 actual
between 8:00
WILL DO ironing and sewing in GARAGE SALE, 820 SOuth 9th 97, Riviera Coarts
ITC
AKC registefed. Also two horses. 6004.
(.omplete miles. Blue book price, $1025.00. he.. and children
necessary
solutely
A2ONC
A22C
my home: Reasonable. But- Street, Saturday, August .18. a.m.-2:00p.m.
one ,Tennessee walker. Both are
Allr My price $775.00. Phone Jack
resume. Phone 753-5005.
A20C
ADC - We the howdy of Jerry Mc.tOnhiges made,Phone 753'44.Phone 753-64M.
Wolfe 753-619& _.
Clothing, sizes 7 and 12,-some
A22C
.-SUMMER-CLEARANCE-em-f wiorrgrv---Twa---Soditesises
-cltildNo's clothing and-- many--Callon would like to thank alltbe
BMW TREAT rugs right, they'll be a 5 H.P. riding mower, $206.96, B & steady work, good salary plus FORD TRUCK-1966, two ton, wonderful people who helped in
Al8C MOTORCYCLE-1964
other items.
Bllue S Engine. 7 H.P. electric start
R& RASPHALT Paving Quality
250cc, low mileage. Excellent delight if cleaned with
Lake two speed axle. Midwest bed. In any way when our home was
work guaranteed. Business and HOME FREEZER, used, 16', condition, $275.00. Phone Lee's Lustre. Rent electric shampoo& riding mower, 30" cut, $319.96, B excellent tips. Kentucky
damaged by fire.
good condition. Phone 753Phone
Aurora.
Resturant,
Lodge
„ residential. Free estimates General Electric. Like new. Upholstery 753-5154 days or 753- $1. Kwik-Pik Market. Five & S Engine. Roby Sales, Highway
MSC
A23C
The Family.
A I8C 2347.
474-2259.
247Mayfield
night
or
Al8C 68,Benton, Ky,
Phone day
September 4C
A20C 3961 after-5:40p.m.
A20C Points.
Phone 753-7327.
TFC
7201.
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Bell & Prescott FINA Station

FOR SALE

PANELING

Bell & Prescott FINA

RUSTIC CEDAR SIDING

For Sale
E4 Owner

1

Kash Way
Building Materials

If You Miss
Your Paper

Paper Carrier
First
753-1916

753-7278

- NOTICE -

RUDY BARNETT

'67 Pontiac
Bonneville

MUSIC
LESSONS

I

Music
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Alligator Mauls Girl Swimming
In Florida Lake On Thursday
SARAS01 A, Fla. (AP) — "I
grabbed her hair, but it kept
pulling me down too," said the
father of a 16-year-old girl who
died after being mauled by an
alligator as she was swimming.
A state wildlife official said
that, if an autopsy confirms
that the alligator killed the girl,
it would be the first documented case in Florida.
Bert Russell Holmes said he
and his daughter, Sharon
Elaine, were swimming in a
lake at Oscar Sherer State
Park south of Sarasota on Florida's lower Gulf Coast during a
family outing Thursday.
He said his daughter was in
the middle of the five-acre lake
and he was standing in shallow
water when she suddenly yelled
for help.
"She screamed 'Daddy like
something had got a hold of
her," said Holmes. -I turned
around and looked, but Sharon
wasn't even in sight.
'Then I saw her hand come
up for just a moment," Holmes
said. He said he swam to where
he had seen the hand flash on
the suface and after some
searching managed to grab her
hip-length blond hair but
couldn't pull her to tht surface.
"I dove again and again,"
said Holmes.
Several hours later, after divers had searched the lake, the

Dr. David C. Roos
Gives His Subject
Dr. David C. Rocs will speak
on the subject, "We Care," at
the morning worship services at
eleven o'clock on Simday,
August 19, at the
First
christian Church. His scripture
will be from John 9:1-11
Bailey Gore will rbe the
worship leader and Steve Underwood will be the candlelighter. Eugene Scott and
Dr. Ali. Titsworth will serve as
elders.
Deacons and deaconesses will
be Dr. Clegg Austin, Dr. Armin
Clark, Richard Cullom, Mrs.
Richard Greer, Michael Holton,
Davy Hopkinis, Oren Hull, Bill
Marvin, Dennis Taylor and
Voirs Wells.
s Greeters will be Dr. and Mrs.
Ron Cella and Mr and Mrs.
William Egnor.

Loans Approved
For Water Systems
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Farmers Home Administration
has approved loans totaling
about $1.57 million for Kentucky's water systems, according to Sen. Marlow Cook.
Cook said Friday the loans
include $540,000 to the Marion
County water district for enlargement; $500,000 to the
Grayson County water district
for construction; $240,000 to the
Cannonsburg district in Boyd
County for expansion; $125,000
to the Farmdale distict in
Franklin County for expansion,
and $75,000 to the Parkway Water Asociation, Inc., in Floyd
County, for construction.

4.

Midway Ride Prices Increase At
Kentucky State Fair This Year

PI

mauled body of Miss Holmes
was found on the lake's bank.
It was guarded by a 10-foot alligator which crawled into the
water as officers approached.
"We killed the alligator Friday morning and found a hand
and an elbow in its stomach,"
Deputy Eddie Palmer said. The
Sarasota County medical examiner said an autopsy report
would be released Monday.
'f't4/k
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Sinatra 'Comes
Back' For TV
Show On NBC
By LYLE PRICE
Asuckated Preu Writer
LOS ANGELES (A?) --Looking youthful and trim,
Frank Sieatra shuffled through
an old soft shoe with sidekick
(gene Kelly and said that retirement "wasn't all I thought it
would be."
There he was, the 57-year-old
singer who made World War 11
bobbysoxers scream and
squirm like Elvis and the Beatles did later for their daughters.
He was back on stage again
Friday, in the town shere he
had been rated "the biggest entertainer of them all" and had
brought down the house in his
"final" retirement concert two
years ago.
Smiling and joking, Sinatra
paused briefly in his efforts to
keep up with Kelly's agile
dance steps long enough to field
the obvious question: Why was
he ending his retirement a::d
matting a one-hour special with
Kelly for NBC airing Nov. 18'
"It wasn't all that I thought
it would be," Sinatra said slowly. A pause, a thoughtful look,
and he added: "It wasn't
enough."
With the same kind of explanation one hears from veteran athletes with good years left
to go, the singer-actor said
friends and associates had never let up on him.
"That was really what started it—mail, phone calls" and
pressure to "come back," said
Sinatra.
How much is Sinatra getting
for the show?
Declining to state a figure, a
Sinatra spokesman said. "I
think it is safe to say that it is
unquestionably the highest
price ever paid a performer for
a single television show."

:ra •!is
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MRS. Bs Ft BARA Brown Goodell'of Princeton, daughter of Mr.and Mrs. James Brown of Mut ray,
chats itl Dr. Harry Sparks, president of Murray State University after receiving her Master of Arts
degree in elementary education at the August commencement exercises. While an undergraduate at
the university, Mrs. Goode in was a majorette with the Murray State Band.

arline Hamrick
ies, Rites Are
Set For Sunday
Farline
Mrs.
Farmer
Hamrick, 78, died Saturday at
2:30 a.m. following an extended
illness. She was a resident of the
Westview Nursing Home.
Mrs. Hamrick was the widow
of Will Hamrick.She is survived
by two daughters. Mrs. Harvey
(Gels) Maurer, Havertown,
Pa., and Mrs. Gillard (Gretchel) Ross, 1608 Locust,
Murray; three sons, Bill of 517
Whitnell, Murray, Jack of
Paris, Ky., and Joe of Lake
Park, Fla.
She is also survived by two
brothers, Carroll Farmer of 309
N. 4th, Murray, and Raymond
Fanner of Terre Haute, Ind.
Eleven grandchildren and
seven great-grandchildren also
survive.
Mrs. Hamrick was a member
of the First United Methodist
Church of Murray.
Funeral services are planned
for 2 p.m. Sunday with Rev.
James Fisher conducting the
rites. The funeral will be held at
the Max H. Churchill Funeral
Home and burial will be in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m. today
(Saturday).

Astronauts Given Five
Hours Of Sun Study On
Their 'Day Off' Today

SPACE CENTER, Houston
t AP) — The flight plan reads
"off duty" for the Skylab 2 astronauts today. But they requested time at the telescope
console, so mission control
scheduled five hours of sun
study.
Three hours were set aside
for Dr. Owen K. Garriott, who
is a solar physicist. An hour
each was alloted commander
Alan 1.. Bean and Jack R.
I ausrna
The astronauts also had a
few housekeeping chores to attend to but otherwise were free
to relax: read. listen to music
or just gaze out their picture
window at the earth or universe.
They were in the 22nd day of
the planned 59-day mission.
The crew asked for the extra
viewing time because they
were thrown slightly behind
schedule by illness and spacecraft problems that plagued
them earlier in the flight.
Flight director Philip Shaffer
reported Friday the astronauts
had completed more than 80
per cent of the tasks that were
to have been done at this stage
of the journey. He predicted
that, with the accelerated work
load requested by the crewmen,
they would make up almost everything lost earlier.
Bean, Garriott and Lousina
have logged more than 55 hours
of solar observations, made
nine long earth resources photo
runs, erected a new sunshade
set up emergency fire lines, during a space walk, conducted
beating back and containing a
5,400-acre blaze after it had destroyed eight buildings. A city
official said damages were estimated to be $100,000 to $150,000
and could go higher.
Regular services will be held
In north central Oregon, U.S. at the University Church
of
Forest Service officials said a Christ on Sunday, August
19, at
7,300-acre fire on the eastern 10:30 a.m. and seven
p.m. with
edge of Mt. Hood National For- Hollis
Miller,
minister,
est was expected to be con- speaking at the
morality; sertained by 10 a.m. today. Offi- vices.
cials estimated damages there
At the morning services the
at $264,000 to timber, grazing scripture
reading will be by
lands and livestock.
Sam Parker. Prayers will be led
Charles Tandy, a Bureau of by Bill Boyd and David
Indian Affairs fire coordinator Thompson.
Norman Bonnette will speak
In Boise said cooler temperatures and dying winds in Idaho at the evening services. His talk
and Oregon would aid fire- will pertain to his mission activities in Thailand.
fighting efforts.
"If the weather stays as it
has been, we've got a chance,"
he said.
(Continued from Page 1)
lips money came from the corporation and had returned it.
The Association of State
Democratic Chairmen filed a
civil suit related to the breakThe Acers won their first in Included as, defendants in
round in the women's state the action, width, alleges intersoftball
tournament
in ruption of normal activity and
Lexington • Friday night by Invasion of privacy, were fordefeating the Capitol Lit - mer • presidential aides H. R.
Cardinals of Frankfort, 9-8.
Haldeman,John D. Ehrlidunan
The Acers meet Long John and John W. Dean III.
Silver's of Lexington at 10:15
The suit is based on a telea.m. today in a quarterfinal phone tap of R. Spencer Oliver
game.
then executive director of the
The big hitter for the Acers in association, in his office at the
the win was Linda Rudolph who Watergate. It asks for $10
milbelted four hits, including lion in damages
one home run T Sims also
• In an interview, former
slapped a homer as one of her presidential adviser Robert H
three hits in the game.
Finch says the Whitt House
Pat Lord and Linda Arnold mentality in 1971 was oriented
both contributed three hits towards "planting things, press
while .Shirley _WAIL'S
.,;I: --lune_
that-sort_of
Kline, Judy Hughes, and Judy think that's the kind of menJohnson each had one hit tality that led to Watergate.
apiece
Finch was interviewed for a naThe Acers outhit the Car- tional public television broaddinals 14 to 11
cast

Firefighters Work To
Contain Forest Fires
In Pacific Northwest

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Firefighters hoped to take advantage of a break in the
weather today as they fought to
contain blazes covering more
than 38,000 acres in the Pacific
Northwest and northern Rocky
Mountains.
As of late Friday, there were
19 major blazes covering 14,000
acres in Oregon, 10,000 acres in
Idaho and 14,000 acres in Montana, according to a spokesman
FRANKFORT, Ky.— for the Interagen Fire Center
national
Kentucky's Department of in Boise, Idaho
Transportation announced that control center f forest fires.
Officials also kaid a rash of
toll receipts on the State's ten
toll roads totaled over two fires was reported shortly after
million dollars for the month of nightfall in Northern California
and a few small, easily conJuly, 1973.
The total revenue collected on trolled fires were reported in
all ten roads last month was Washington and in Yellowstone
$2,104,088. This compares with National Park in Wyoming.
Tinderbox conditions in the
$1,941,163 collected during the
drought-plagued region have
same period in 1972.
Receipts on each toll road for produced the worst overall fire
last month as compared to July, situation in 20 years, said John
1972 were as follows: Kentucky Hafterson, fire service coorTurnpike, $812,730 for July 1973, dinator in Boise.
But he said some progress aldown from $825,710 for July
1972; Shawneetown Bridge, ready has been made in con$36,656, down from $38,081; trolling the fires and cooler
Mountain Parkway, $200,312, temperatures and reduced
down from $201,058; Western winds were predicted for the
Kentucky Parkway, $348,551, weekend.
down from $354,403; Blue Grass
More than 7,000 men were on
Parkway, $230,77, up from the fire lines, including 400 ci$229,234; Penn yrile Parkway, vilians flown in by Air Force
$48.827, up from 947,602; Sebree transport planes. In Oregon,
Bridge, $4,465, down from Montana and Idaho, the Nation$4,467; Audubon Parkway, al Guard was called out to aid
$53,133, up from $30,800; Daniel in evacuation, set up base
Boone Parkway, $23,623, up camps and provide support
hem 120,880; the Green River services for smokejumpers.
Parkway, which was opened in
By early today, some of the
December 1972, collected,
worst
blazes were being halted
$144,174 for July, 1971;and the
Cumberland Parkway, opened and brought near containment.
in February, 1973, collected' Residents of La Grande, a
community of 10,000 in north4$27,477 last month.
eastern Oregon, returned. .to
their homes after outlying disIn Biblical times, the King of tricts were evacuated Thursday
Tyre sent timber to Jerusalem
night.
to King Solomon in exchange for
Some 400 persons had turned
20,000 measures of wheat.
out with rakes and shovels to

July Toll Receipts
Over ;2 Million
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University Church
Plans Services

Emberton ...

Acers Win In Girls
State Softball Meet

extensive medical experiments
and. once over their motion
sickness, demonstrated a capacity for work that has surprised mission control.

Lutheran -Kindergarten

-

To Open On September 4
The Lutheran Kindergarten,
1503 Maui Street, will begin its
ninth school year on Tuesday,
September 4. Sessions are held
daily from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.
The school calendar follows that
of the Murray City Schools.
Mrs. Betty Gore will begin
her second year at the Lutheran
Kindergarten. There are still
some more openings. For
further information call, Betty
Gore at 753-8509 or Pastor
Robert A. Brockhoff at 753-6679.
A child must be 5 years old by
December 31 in order to be
enrolled.

Miss Betsy Howton
Gets Ph.D. Degree
Miss Betsy Howton was
recently granted her Ph. D.
educational
degree
in
psychology at the University of
Alabama in Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Commencement exercises
were held August 12.
This fall, Miss Howton will
resume her teaching duties at
Western Kentucky University in
Bowling Green.
She is the daughter of Mr.and
Mrs. E.B. Howton of Murray.

Preston Boyd
Dies Following
Lengthy Illness
Preston Boyd, 2104 Coldwater
Rood, died this morning at 3:23
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital following an
extended illness. Mr. Boyd was
76 years of age.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Frocie Lee Boyd, a
daughter, Mrs. William (Lena
Mae) Turner of Owensboro, a
son Loyd E. Boyd of 1004 Sharpe
St., Murray; and a daughter-inlaw, Mrs. Margaret Nell Boyd,
1102 Vine, Murray. A son, Elmo,
died in 1956.
Mr. Boyd is also survived by
six grandchildren and three
great-grandchildren.
He was a member of the First
Baptist Church.
Funeral services will be held
at 4:30 p.m. Sunday at the Max
H.Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. Richard Walker officiating. Burial will be in the
Murray City Cemetery.

Rev. Huisings To
Speak At Memorial
Rev. Glenn Huisinga of
Ithaca, New York, will be the
speaker at services at 10:50
a.m. and 7:30 p.m. at the
Memorial Baptist Church on
Sunday, August 19.
Special music will be
presented and Dog Dogers of
1205 Dogwood Drive, Murray,
will be serving as deacon of the
,
week.
•Senday School will be art!ett
a.m. with Hayden Rickman as
director, and Church Training
at6;30 p.m. with Joe Pat Futrell
as director.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — If
you or your family happen to
be connoisseurs of midway
rides, you may want to bring
more cash to this year's Kentucky State Fair than you did
last year. The riiiek have gone
1.,
up...
Depending on Junior's particular tastes in midway
amusements, prices for tickets
Friday were running between
35 ceilis ,ind epfl cents. Sideshows and contests were somewhat cheaper, with chances
selling at a dime each, but veteran ticket sellers said the
number of chances per ticket
are fewer this year than in the
Past.
Marie O'Bryan, of Louisville,
said she has sold.tickets on the
midway since 1964, working at
almost every ride concession
available.
"When I first started, rides
sold for about 35 cents each,"
she said. "They started going
up a couple of years back and I
think they've got a ways to go
yet."
Another operator said he had
to raise his prices by 20 per
cent to cover increased travel
and labor costs.
"After the fair last year, we
sat down and took a look at
what we had," he said. "With
the crowd size last year, I was
lucky to break even. That's

why I had to bring my prices
up a dime."
He said if the crowds weren't
any better this year, he would
have to raise his prices again.
Nelson Bickel. superintendent
of utilities and construction for
the Far 81 Exposition Center,
is the man who approves each
ride and thrill show before it
can open for business.
His job requires him occasionally to -get tough" with
tide operators who prove neglectful. Sometimes, he says,
that's the only way to make
sure a ride is safe.
"There's too much at stake to
fool around with being nice,"

he says.
His orders can delay the
opening of any ride-and did so
a couple of times Friday, although temporary power outages and late-arriving equipment also contributed to the delays.
So if your budget is being
pinched by Junior's lust for the
midway's mechanical thrills,
there are two consolations for
you. The first is that maybe,
after all, he won't be killed up
there, because Nelson Bickel
has been around.
And if that's not enough, consider looking into the animal
and produce displayre
still free.

Sunday At The Fair

9 a.m. - Rabbit judging, Rabbit Section, Stadium.
10 a.m. - 4-H Dog Show, Picnic Area, West Lawn.
1 a.m. - Worship Service,
Newmarket Hall.
11:30 a.m. - Kentucky State
Fair Radio Network, Standard
Oil Booth, East Wing.
12 noon - Circus, East Lawn.
12:30 p.m. - Annie and the
Pollution Gang West Lawn.
1 p.m. - Wilderness Voices-Natural Bridge, Travel Stage
East Wing.
1 p.m. - Pipe Smoking Contest, Tobacco Department, East
Wing.
1 p.m. - Open Brown Swiss
Judging, West Wing Arena.
1:20 p,m.-Rodeo-with Charley
(Continued from Page 1)
per cent growth rate for the Pride, Coliseum.
-1:20 p.m-. - Cidellises and
first quarter.
—John A. Love, President Mr. Rhythm, TV Showcase.
2 p.m. - Wilderness VoicesNixon's top energy adviser,
urged a group of oilmen Friday -Natural Bridge, Travel Stage
to shift refinery output away East Wing.
2 p.m. - Annie and the Pollufrom gasoline and to more
heating oil, warning that the tion Gang, West Lawn.
2 p.m. - Pigeon judging, Stanation faces a potentially
serious heating oil shortage this dium.
2 pin. - Rooster Crowing
winter.
—Two major tire manufac- Contest, Poultry Department ,
turers, Goodyear and B.F. Stadium.
2 p.m. - Open Barrow Show,
Goodrich, announced plans to
increase tire prices in 30 days, Swine Pavilion, West Wing.
2:30 p.m. - Circus, East
by 5.9 per cent and 4.4 per
Lawn.
cent, respectively.

Stations .. .

3 p.m. - Kentudhana Kloggers, TV Showcase.
3 p.m. - Annie and the Pollution Gang, West Lawn.
3 p.m. - Book of Job Players,
rravel Stage, East Wing.
3:30 p.m. - The Volantes and
Bluegrass Alliance, West Lawn.
4 p.m. - Book of Job Players,
Travel Stage East Wing.
4 p.m. - Annie and the Pollution Gang, West Lawn.
5 p.m. - The Chieftones and
Mr. Rhythm, TV Showcase.
5 p.m.-Book of Job Players,Travel Stage, East Wing.
5:30 p.m.-Raven (band plays
until 7:30 p.m.), Teen Stage
West Lawn.
5:30 p.m. -Rodeo--with Charley Pride, Coliseum.
6 p.m.-Union Barrack-ades
LKentucky Hotel - Motel Association) Travel Stage, East Wing.
6 p.m. - Annie and the Pollution Gang, West Lawn.
7 p.m. - Kentuckiana Kloggers, TV Showcase.
7 p.m. - Annie and the Pollution Gang, West Lawn.
7 p.m. - 4-H Fashion Revue,
Travel Stage East Wing.
7:30 p.m. - The Volantes and
Bluegrass Alliance, West Lawn.
8 p.m. - Thoroughbred
Chorus, Stadium.
8:30 p.m. - Circus, East
Lawn.

s Planned.
Workers Trapped Service
At First Baptist
In Copper Mine Church Sunday
CASA GRANDE, Ariz. (AP)
— Rescue workers struggled
through fire and tons of rock
today to reach two men believed trapped 1,200 feet underground in a trouble-plagued
central Arizona copper mine.
The men were cut off late
Friday morning when the walls
of a tunnel being drilled in the
Hecla Mining Co.'s mine collapsed and a fire broke out,
The mine is located on the Papago Indian Reservation, 35
miles south of here.
Dick Glover, director of personnel at the mine, said:
"Hopefully, the two men are on
the other side of the fire." He
had said earlier the two men
were'`presumed-alive.sV
Glover said the men were
equipped with face musks to filter dust and smoke but did not
have oxygen equipment. But
there are oxygen supplies at
first aid stations scattered
throughout the mine, he said.
Two other miners were injured slightly, and a third fled
the area unharmed.
Rescue teams battled intense
heat and smoke to reach the
trapped men, and one five-man
team was driven back by the
flames late Friday night. A second rescue team awaited additional oxygen and special heatresistant clothing from Phoenix
before attempting to re-enter
the mine.
One of the trapped men was
identified as David Deeder of
Casa Grande, an assistant mine
foreman. The other man was
not identified immediately.
State and federal mine inspectors were at the scene.
Glover said he did not know
how many men were in the
mine at the time of the accident but said the firm employs
about 1,000 miners for aroundthe-clock operations.
The $225 million Hecla development was started two years
ago The project involves drilling two tunnels 18 feet wide
and 14 feet high at a 15 degree
angle more than a mile and a
half into the eas&Lto reach
hihergradeco
ore.
The shafts are now more
than a mile deep, and full production was scheduled to begin
early next year
A flood of hot water forced
suspension of operations for

Rev. Richard E. Walker will
be speaking at the 10:45 a.m.
services on Sunday, August 19,
at the First Baptist Church. Ray
Brovnifield will be serving as
deacon of the week.
Special music will be by the
Adult Choir, directed by W.
Rudolph Howard, minister of
music. They will sing "0 Love
of God Most Full" and "Bow
Down Thine Ear."
At 2:30 p.m. Sunday at the
First Baptist Church, an ordination service will be held to
ordain David Hazelwood into
thil• gospel ministry.
Dr. H. Franklin Paschall,
pastor of the First Baptist
Church, Nahsville, Tenn., will
preach the ordination sermon.
Assisting in the service will be
Bro. Walker, Bro. Lloyd Cor"The Disciplined Life" will be
nell, and Bro. Cliff Burchyett.
the theme of the sermon by Dr.
All ordained deacons and
James A. Fisher, Sr., for the
ministers of the church are
8:45 and 10:50 a.m. services on
invited to serve on the orSunday, August 19, at the First
dination council.
United Methodist Church.
At the evening service at•6:30
His text will be from Matthew
p.m. the Summer Indian
16:21-36. Church School will be
Missions team will present a
held between the morning
special report of their activities
services.
in Montana.
The Senior High Youth
Fellowship will meet Sunday at
6:30 p.m. for an evening of
presenting and viewing stunts
and skits at the social hall of the
church.
The Junior High Youth
Fellowship will not meet
Sunday as they will be making a
,Bro. John Dale will be
trip to Nashville, Tenn., August
19, 20, and 21. Those going will speaking at the worship serbe Doug Allison, Leslie Wynn vices at the Seventh and Poplar
Tolley, Marc Peebles, Frank Church of Christ on Sunday,
Gilliam, Jane Suffill, Julie August 19. Bro. Dean Freetly of
Peebles, Delores Honchul, Nashville, Tenn., will speak
Delaine Honchul, and Beth again on August Z.
The Murray minister, Bro.
Boston. Counselors will be Rev.
Mickey Carpenter, Jane Allen Dale, will become full time
McKinney, and Mary Burt minister of the Murray Church
September 1. He has been
Nirnaier.
Activities for the junior high minister of the New Providence
group at Nashville will include Church of Christ until August 1,
creative dramatics session lid of this year.
"For What Intent Have You
by James H. Warren, Drama
Professor at Scarritt College for Sent For Me" will be the
Christian Workers, tour of the subject of the sermon of 10.40
Upper Room, tour of the a.m. service. James Payne will
television, radio, audio-film read the scripture from Acts
corporation of the United 10:25-29. Prayers will be led by
Methodist
Church,
and Edgar Rowland and James
Yates.
9prylancLUSA.
The sirlY.M. sermon topic %PM
be -ThisI Believe'," with the 'FREE CAT
Moving and mad find good scripture reading from II
home for spayed declawed Timothy 4:1-6 by Terry Mcfemale cat. For information call Dougal'. Prayers will be led by
Alan Jones arid Leon Adams.
753-0832.
several weeks early in 1972.
The 158-degree water spewed
through a two-inch drill hole
into the lower portion of the
tunnels, backing up 500 feet in
one. Work resumed after the
hole was plugged and the tunnel pumped dry.
An estimated 300 nonunion
workers left their jobs for one
day last month over a pay dispute. The men returned to work
after the company agreed to
negotiate.

Subject Given For
Methodist Service
Sunday Morning

Bro. John Dale To
Speak Sunday At
Church Of Christ
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